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PREFACE 

THESE notes are designed particularly for beginners 
who may be studying these chapters as their first 
Hebrew text. Especially are they designed for students 
whose circumstances compel them to study by them
selves, without being in touch with anyone who can 
guide them in regular tuition. References are given, 
wherever necessary, to the relevant pages in Davidson's 
Introductory Hebrew Grammar, twentieth and later editions 
(DG), and to Wood and Lanchester' s A Hebrew Grammar 
(WL), these being the grammars most used by elemen
tary students. Further references are given to David
son's Hebrew Syntax (DS), Gesenius-Kautzsch's Hebrew 
Grammar, the second English edition translated by 
A. E. Cowley (GK, by paragraphs), and to Driver's 
Hebrew Tenses (DT). The reference BDB is to the Oxford 
Hebrew Lexicon by Brown, Driver and Briggs. Every 
care has been taken to ensure complete accuracy. 

I am greatly indebted to Mr. Eric Powell, M.A., 
B.D., of Woodhouse Grove School, near Bradford, for 
very considerable help in checking both the manuscript 
and the proofs. 

N.H.S. 
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CHAPTER XL 

Verse I. 'M"'i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. apoc. impf. 
gal of M;~ ('to be', but more accurately 'to become'). 
Lit. 'and it came to be .. .', whence the New Testament 
1<al fyeve-ro. The form is found regularly at the 
beginning of a narrative, and even as the first word of 
a book, e.g. Ruth, Joshua, Judges, Jonah, etc. For 
apocopated forms of lamedh-he verbs, see DG 147, 
WL 144, GK 750-s, especially GK 75s. The dagesh
forte of the strong-waw usually fails in yodh-with-shewa 
(DG 33 and 92, WL 2of and go, GK 20m). Pronounce 
wily-ye-hi (the -e very short indeed) as though the 
dagesh were there . 

. .,MM, Preposition 'after', used generally of both time 
and place. 

nl;,Mn. Definite article (qamets before aleph, DG 44, 
WL 25) plus pl. demonstrative, here used adjectivally: 
'these'. 

iMton. 3 pl. pf. qal of Mt.OM 'commit a fault'; the 
primary meaning of the root is 'miss the mark'. 

npmio. Cstr. sing. ofM~tFC (butler), a hiphil participial 
form, 'one who causes to drink'. Note that, for lamedh
he nouns, the abs. sing. ends in seghol, but the cstr. 
sing. ends in tsere (DG 148, WL 189). The plural is 
c,i?t;70, as in next verse. 

c,,:iro. Mitsraim, i.e. Egypt. Note the dual form, of 
which the older explanation is that there were two 
Egypts, Upper and Lower Egypt; but the apparent 
dual form is found in many place-names where there is 
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little possibility of a dual sense. They are probably 
expansions of original endings in -tin and -tim (GK 88c). 

MElNm. Waw-copula plus article plus n~iic (baker), 
a qal participial form, 'one who bakes'. The plural is 
c,~N, as in the next verse, where the cholem is written 

'full', i.e. with the waw. 

cr,,.:i'1N,. Prep. lamedh ( expressing relation, WL 207) 
plus 3 m. pl. suffix to pl. of 7i'T~ {lord). Plural of 
excellence or majesty (GK 124i, DS 18), but translate 
as singular. 

,,c,. Cstr. sing. with prep. repeated since the phrase 
'the king of Egypt' is in apposition. 

C~j~Q. Q,amets for pathach in pause with the accent 
silluq at the end of the sentence (DG 40, WL II 7). 

Verse 2. !:j:itp,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
!:]:It/? (be wroth). 

,~_rp:. Masc. cstr. 'two of'. The rules for the numerals 

are: 1 agrees in gender, is an adjective, follows the 
noun; 2 agrees in gender, is in the construct, precedes 
the noun; 3-10 with article, differ in gender, are in 
the construct, precede the noun; 3-10 without article, 
differ in gender, are in the absolute, precede the noun. 
The tens are always masculine and precede the noun. 
All, except 1, take the plural, though 11-19 take the 
singular with words of time, measure, weight, etc., 
and there is a general tendency to use the singular. 
Say 'twenty and three' for the best classical style. The 
tens precede the singular and follow the plural. There 
are many variations but these are the general rules 
(DG 163f, WL 194f, DS 50-7, GK 134). 
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,,c-,9. 3 m. s. suffix to pl. of c,-,~ (eunuch). The 
qamets under the samech is firm, because the ground form 
of the noun is qattil, the pathach being lengthened to 
qamets because the resh cannot be doubled. This form 
denotes persons who possess a quality in an intensive 
manner (GK 843/"). Thus the cstr. pl. is 'Q'j~, as in 
Esther four times. Elsewhere both constructs, sing. 
and pl., drop the qamets and have shewa ( cf. verse 7 
below). This is because the noun is partly regarded as a 
passive form of the qafil class (GK 84"l). 

-,tu. Cstr. sing. of .,tu (captain, chief). The root is 
double-ayin, so that 'your captains' is c;'jW (Jeremiah 
4421). 

Verse 3. 7r,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
jJ"U (give, set). This (apart from sixpe:,Yodhs) is the only 
verb in Hebrew with a qal impf. in -e. There are many 
in Syriac. The verb should be learned separately (DG 
213, WL 255, GK 66h-k). 

ci,k. l"l!'!t (sign of definite object) plus 3 m. pl. suffix 

(DG 75, WL 49). Contrast with c~~ (verse 4), which 
is prep. n~ (with) plus 3 m. pl. suffix (DG 142, WL 49). 

-,ct?io::i. Prep. heth plus cstr. sing. of -,9~ (prison), a 
mem-formation noun, and lit. 'place of-,ot?i (guarding)'. 

r,,::i. Cstr. sing. of l"I~~ (house) (DG 153, WL 186). 

C'M:::11:QM. Art. plus plural of n~~ (guardsman). The 
form qa!ftil denotes occupation (WL 56, GK 84bh). 
The word properly means 'a professional slaughterer', 
but it is found twice for 'cook' (1 Samuel 923, 24) and 
of the chief of Pharaoh's bodyguard and (in Jeremiah) 
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of the chief of Nebuchadrezzar's guardsmen. The 
corresponding Arabic form is used of cooking meat and 
baking bread. 

-,ilCn. Art. plus noun -,ob, found only in this verse 

and verse 5 and in the last verses of the previous 
chapter. If it is a true Hebrew word, it means 'round
ness', but it may be an Egyptian word. 

cij,i~. Cstr. sing. of cij,1;) (place). This use of the 

cstr. ofcip,;i before a clause beginning with the relative 
,~~ is found nine times in all; we should expect cip~i:i 
,~~ (cf. Genesis 35 16 and often). See GK 130c, where 

the explanation offered is that it;t~ is regarded in its 
original sense as a demonstrative pronoun, but it is 
better to regard the whole clause as the absolute 
(DG 59, line g), since in Hebrew usage it is regarded 
as a relative and not as a pronoun (DG 47). 

-,,cN. Pass. ptc. qal of icN (bind), i.e. he was there 
in a state of having been bound. 

ci:z,i. Adverb 'there', but when this word is preceded by 
the relative, the two together mean 'where' (DG 47, 
WL 38); cf. the direct translation into Greek of this 
idiom in Mark I 7• 

Verse 4. .,j,!l~,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. imp£ q al of 
.,i'El (appoint). 

n,~,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. piel of r,-,i:z.; 
(serve, minister). Dagesh fails inyodh with vocal shewa 
(DG 33 and 92, WL 2of and go); qamets before resh 
instead of pathach with doubled consonant, verb being 
ayin-guttural (DG 120, WL 176, GK 64e); the normal 
3 m. s. impf. piel of this verb is n,iv~, but the tone is 
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retracted with strong-waw when the previous syllable 
is open (DG 85, WL go). 

,,r,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. qal of r,,r, {to 
be). 

c,i;i:. Pl. of c;, (day) (DG 153, WL 186). The 
plural of c~ (sea) is c,l';!l~. 

,cm=i:i~. Prep. beth plus .,~~- Some would read 
,9tp?l)l (in the prison), i.e. with the article. 

Verse 5. ic':,rr,i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. qal of 
cl;,n (dream). Normal pe-guttural form. 

c'l':lq. masc. absolute sing. (dream). 

Ci:nrp. 3 m. pl. suffix to masc. abs. c::t;t (two), 'the 
two of them'. 

W-,N. Abs. sing., normally 'man' as against 'woman', 
but here 'each' (DG 48, WL 40). The word u:,~ is 
equivalent to the Greek c:xviJp and the Latin vir, 
whereas c,11 equals &vepc.:irros and homo. 

ic':,n. 3 m. s. suffix to sing. c-!,q (dream). 

:-t,,':,:::i,. Prep. beth plus M~;~ (night). This noun is masc. 

with accent on first syllable, which is closed. The 
final he is said to be a survival of the· old accusative 
(locative) (DG 137, WL 55, GK gof). 

"TMN. Masc. cardinal number (one), adj., agreeing in 
gender, following its noun; cf. note on verse 2. 

71,ri!J~. Prep. kaph (according to) plus cstr. sing. of 
71,r,,i;;,(interpretation), found only in this chapter and 
once in the next. Most authorities say the absolute is 
7i,i;,i;;,, like 7i,i1l, but some say 7i,r,,~, like 7'liJ;l;, 
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c,,,cx. Masc. pl. of pass. ptc. qal (i=ic~); c£ verse 3. 

Verse 6. x:i.,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. imp£ qal of 
Ni~ (come). These ayin-waw {or ayin-:Jodh) verbs are 
always given in the in£ cstr. qal (and not, as is usual 
with other verbs, in the 3 m. s. pf. qal), because the 
form of the impf. and imperat. qal is thereby given. 

Cl"'l";N. Prep. ;~ (to) plus 3 m. pl. suffix. All the 
suffixes of this and some other prepositions look as if 
they are attached to a plural form (DG 70, WL 64,f). 

ip:::i.:i.. Prep. beth plus article plus ,K~ (morning). 
Strictly the word refers to the moment when the dark 
turns to light, just as :i.,, ( evening) is the moment when 
the light becomes dark. 

x,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. apoc. impf. qal of 
me, (see). This apocopated form is peculiar (DG 147, 
WL 144). But note that 'and he saw me' is \l~"'.l~l, and 
'he caused me to see' (hiphil) is ,:,~'?l• 

c:,m. Waw-copulative plus Mai'.! (behold) with 3 m. 

pl. suffix (DG 142, WL I rof, GK rooo and 147b). 
Note that 'behold he .. .' is usually x:in nai'.I. 

C'i3ll'T. M. pl. of act. ptc. qal of q.vT (be out of 
humour), ayin-guttural verb. 

Verse 7. l:,t,ttzi,i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of ;i-ctzi 
(ask). Some forms of the p£ qal of this verb take tsere 
under the aleph in an open syllable, and others seghol and 
even chireq in a closed syllable (GK 64f, BDB 981). 

,c,,,c. Cstr. pl. of c,-,; {eunuch); see note on verse 2. 
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iJ:'l!!t- Prep. T'I~ (with) plus 3 m. s. suffix (DG r42, 

WL 49). Contrast with iT'IN, which is n~ (sign of direct 

object) plus 3 m. s. suffix (him) (DG 75, WL 49). 

,,.:i,N. 3 m. s. suffix to pl. of 7;,~ (lord), plural of 
majesty; cf. verse r. 

-,oN,. Prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal (,b~) of ioN 
(say); translated 'saying', but exactly parallel to the 
archaic English 'to wit'. For the tsere, see DG 51 and 
1 r9, WL 44 (note) and 172. 

Yno. Interrogative adverb, meaning 'wherefore?', 
prob. contraction of the interrogative no (what?) 

and l/'1~ {being known), pass. ptc. qal of;,-, (know). 

c,:i,;i~. 2 m. pl. suffix to c,~~ (face, faces). The sing. 
is not found. 

c,;,. Masc. pl. abs. of ll'j (evil). 

cm. Article plus c;, (day); translate 'today'; cf. 
the North-country idiom which has 'the day' for 'today' 
(DG 42, WL 27). 

Verse 8. ,,oi,c,i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. qal of 
ioN (say). One of five pe-aleph verbs which have impf. 
qal of the form iQN, (DG 119, WL 172, GK 68c). 
They are: The bridegroom said (-,oN) to the bride, 
'I am willing (n:iN) to eat (!:l.:i~) all you bake (n~N) 
though I perish (i:iM)'. In addition, usually but not 
always, TnN (grasp). 

,,,N. Prep. ,~ (to) plus 3 m. s. suffix. All the 

suffixes appear to be attached to the plural form; cf. 
note on verse 6. 
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i:,o,n. 1 pl. pf. gal of c,n (dream). 

-,r,EJi. Waw-copulative plus act. ptc. gal of -,r,E, 
(interpret), used as a noun. This waw becomes -u 
before vocal shewa and before the labials ( the mnemonic 
is 'bump') (DG 53, WL 44, GK 26a and 104e). 

7,~. Cstr. of l:lt, a noun meaning 'non-existence', 
used generally to negative a noun or pronoun! We 
should expect here the absolute form, since it follows 
the noun it negatives, and the construct form should 
properly precede its noun. But this form came more 
and more to be recognized as containing a verbal 
element, so that it came to be used verbally and could 
follow the noun as part of the predicate (GK 1520). 

-,ciit,,. Strong-wawplus 3 m. s. impf. gal of icirt (say). 
The final pathach has become seghol with the retraction 
of the tone (DG 85, WL 90). 

cn,iit. 3 m. pl. suffix to prep. ,~. There are seventeen 

cases in the Pentateuch where the yodh is written (as 
in verse 6), and the rest are without theyodh, as here. 

Ni1,n. Interrogative he (DG 167, WL 28f) plus the 
negative. This form {with the interrogative) is found 
fourteen times in the Pentateuch with the cholem 
written 'full' (i.e. with the waw). 

c,n1,i,t1,. Prep. lamedh plus c,~~ (God), plural of 

majesty (GK 124i, DS 18). For the tsere, see DG 51, 
WL44. 

iiEJC. 2 m. pl. imper. piel ofi!Xl (recount). 

i,t:,. Particle of entreaty or exhortation (I pray, now), 
generally joined to the previous word with a maqqeph 
(lit. 'binder', hyphen) (DG 40, WL 28). 
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,,. Prep. lamedh plus I sing. suffix (DG 51, WL 49). 

Verse g. it1c,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. sing. impf. pie! of 
it1c (recount). 

ltl:I, Second declension noun, meaning 'vine'. 

,:it1,. Prep. lamedh plus ,~~' which is 1 sing. suffix to 
the plural c,;~, but with qamets for pathach in pause with 

silluq at the end of a sentence (DG 40, WL 117). Lit. 
'to my face', i.e. 'before me'. 

Verse 10. 7El:i:i,. Waw-copulative (ordinary waw) 
becoming -u before a labial (mnemonic 'bump', 
DG 53, WL 44) plus prep. beth plus article plus 
7~~ (vine). 

nui,uii. 'Three'; feminine before masc. noun without 
article in plural and in apposition; see note on verse 2. 

c:i,,iv. Plural of :l'l"llp (tendril, twig), the plural 
yodh not being written. The qamets under the sin is 
firm; cf. ,,c,,c in verse 2. 

Nim. Ordinary waw plus 3 fem. sing. demonstrative 
pronoun. In the Pentateuch this word is always 
written (Kethib) with a waw, but read (Qere) with a 
yodh. Normally the Q,ere is placed in the margin as in 
4328, but in this and a few other very frequent words 
the vowels are inserted in the text (as normally) and no 
note is made in the margin (DG 41, WL ug). 

r,nit1~. The next three words are the most difficult in 
these chapters. Prep. kaph plus r,i:r:iti, fem. sing. of 

l'Jjb which is act. ptc. qal ofnit1 (bud), withpathachs for 

seghols because of the guttural (DG 78, WL 106). 
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Translate 'as if budding' as in A.V. and R.V. (DT 
p. 172, note 2), and not 'and it (casus pendens, GK 143, 
DS 148), as it was budding' which really involves the 
inf. cstr. with a suffix (~ci-;,~:;,) unless we keep the 
participle and add in£ cstr. qal with suffix of the verb 
rr,n ( to be) , ~r;ri.,;;i;,. 

nn,ll'. 3 f. s. pf. qal of ;,',y (go forth). The subject 
here must be Mr., (i.e. the vine), since the following word 

is masc. and must therefore be read as an accusative: 
'and it went forth in (its) blossom'. 

nx:i. 3 f. s. suffix (note the mappiq in the he, DG 33, 
WL g) plus r~. (blossom). If this word is taken as 
subject, then it has to be explained as an abbreviation 
from m;iJ; (3 f. s. suffix plus the feminine form M:¥"~); 
cf. Proverbs 78 where ~ii;i is short for ~1'i'Q (GK gie). 
The doubling of the tsade with the suffix is because the 
root is double-ayin, f;l!I, i.e. there are really two tsades. 

,,,w::in. 3 pl. pf. hiphil of ',ru::i (grow ripe, cook); 
here only in hiphil: 'Its clusters brought to ripeness 
grapes.' 

n,r,,:iuiN. 3 f. s. suffix to plural of ',~tp1$ (cluster), a 
third declension noun, the first part being fixed and the 
last vowel being -e or (as in this case) -o. 

c,.:l!lll'. Plural of ::i1~ (grape). 

Verse I I. c,:i,. Ordinary waw plus Ci:ll (cup), here 
cstr. sing. 

,-,,:i. Prep. beth plus I s. suffix to sing. ~ (hand). 

npNi. Strong-waw plus 1 s. impf. qal of np', (take), 
which acts as if ape-nun verb (DG 1 14 and 2 I 3, WL I 3 I 
and 255). 
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t:'.1Mtz7Ni. Strong-waw plus I s. imp£ gal of ~ntz,, with a 
sin {squeeze out). Only occurrence, but t:'.1Mtz7 with a 
shin (beat, slaughter) is common. 

7nN,. Strong-waw plus I s. impf. qal of 7n:i (give) 
(DG 114 and 213, WL 131 and 255). 

r:):). Cstr. sing. of r:)~ (hand, properly the hollow of 
the hand), from r:)El:), a double-ayin root meaning 'bend'. 

Verse 12. 1:l-U,El, 3 m. s. suffix to sing. 7iir,i~ {interpreta
tion). 

r,tzf',m; {first). Fem. cardinal number {three), differing 
in gender and in construct before noun with article; 
cf. rule in note on verse 2. 

r,ar,:,tzf (second). Fem. cardinal number in construct 
before the noun c,o, without the article. This is the 
regular construction for 'three days' and the irregularity 
is almost entirely confined to this one phrase. 

en. Masc. pl. personal pronoun (DG 45, WL 34). 
Translate: 'the three tendrils (casus pendens), three days 
are they'. 

Verse 13. ,'IY:i.. Prep. beth plus adverb of time ,iy (yet). 

Ntz,,,. 3 m. s. impf. qal of Nfz1:i (lift up), pe-nun and 
lamedh-aleph verb. 

iZVN"I, 2 m. s. suffix to sing. tzrN"I (head), but with tone 
retracted in pause under the accent little-zaqeph, with 
seghol for vocal shewa (DG 4of, WL I q, GK 29n). 

;:;i,t;t41. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. pf. hiphil of :i.~tzf 

(return) plus 2 m. s. suffix. The 3 m. s. pf. hiphil is 
normally :,.,t;ta; and with suffixes the normal pointing 
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is ;.:;i,ipm with seghols (cf. Deuteronomy 2868). So for 

3 m. s., 3 f. s., and 3 m. pl. of the hiphil perfects of 
ayin-waw verbs generally, but this particular instance 
has pathachs (GK 72w) like the other persons. 

;)~. 2 m. s. suffix to sing. 7-il (base, pedestal, but 

here 'office'), normally i-¥~, but here with tone 
retracted in pause with athnach, and therefore seghol 
for vocal shewa (DG 4of, WL 117, GK 29n). The nun 
is doubled because the root p:, is double-qyin. 

r,n:,i. Strong-waw plus 2 m. s. pf. qal of 7M:i (give). 
The tone has been moved to the last syllable because of 
the strong-waw (DG 86, WL go note). 

,,-,:::,,. Prep beth plus 3 m. s. suffix to sing. ~ (hand). 

t01irm::i:,. Prep. kaphplus article plus sing. tO~tpt;l ( custom). 

This word comes to mean 'judgement according to 
custom, precedent', and so 'judgement, justice'. 

7itztNil"I. Article plus ordinal number jitz7N"') (first, 
though here we should say 'former') (DG 165, WL 
197). The expected vowel with resh is cholem (cf. 
1:ZtN'i 'head'), but it has been changed to the long 
chireq by a process of 'dissimilation', i.e. changing one 
vowel into another entirely different, though of the 
same length-value, in order to prevent two similar 
vowels from following one another in the same word 
(GK 27w). 

irttN. This word is a relative, and here stands for the 
English 'when'. Usually the English 'who, whom' 1s 
adequate. 

z,,,:,. 2 m. s. pf. q al of:,,:, ( to be). 

i:iprm::i. 3 m. s. suffix (normal form for lamedh-he 
nouns, DG 148, WL 189) to sing. l"l~'qi0 (butler). 
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Verse 14. CM ,:,. The construction of this verse is 
difficult. It clearly should mean 'But remember me 
•.. ', e.g. LXX &XAi:1. µvfi0-rJTi µov, Vulgate tantum memento 
me, and similarly Syriac and Targums. The phrase 
usually introduces an exception after a negative 
sentence (GK 163)~ e.g. Genesis 3221 ; in this case, we 
must assume an unspoken 'I desire nothing' and con
tinue 'except .. .' (GK 163d), in which case the follow
ing verb is a perfect of confidence or earnest desire 
(GK 106n, note 2). The alternative is to translate ,~ 
as 'but' (though ';J~ would be more natural here, 
GK 163d), and to follow with a conditional clause: 
'if you shall have remembered me ... then you will 
do me kindness (r,,wyi etc.)'. See WL 205f ( especially 
the first example on p. 206), DS 177, GK u2gg. 
The speaker imagines in the protasis that the condition 
is fulfilled, and if it has been fulfilled (hence the 
perfect tense, cf. the Latin future perfect), then the 
result can follow ( and so perfect with strong-waw 
because of the incomplete element in the protasis of 
which the apodosis may be the direct consequence) 
(DT 178). 

,.:ir,i:,T. 2 m. s. pf. qal of i:iT (remember) plus 1 s. 
suffix. Note the vowel under the tau, which is qamets 
ordinarily, but pathach with this suffix. 

1MM. Prep. r,~ (with) plus 2 m. s. suffix {DG 142, 
WL 49). 

itziN:l. Prep. kaph plus relative irp~ {when). For 

variations in the expression of a 'when' -clause, see 
DG 111 especially, also WL 100, DS 126. 

::1~,,. 3 m. s. impf. qal of ::1~, (to be good, well). For 
pe-yodh and pe-waw verbs generally, and rules for the 
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more common verbs, see the paradigm DG 223, WL 
267. Start at the right. Three assimilate as if pe-nun 
verbs, and the mnemonic is: Set .:Ii; the pot, pour on 

i'~ the oil, and the fire will burn up (kindle) l"i,i'!. It 
is best to learn the last two verbs in the imperfect 
because one is in -o and the other in -a, whilst the other 
verb is found once in the hophal and otherwise in the 
hiphil. Next, there are three true pe-yodh verbs which 
show a yodh in the first syllable as well as in the qal 
imperfect (i.e. impf. hiphil is p,~,~ and pf. hiphil is 
i',tr,). They are: If he howls ,,, let him suck p,, his 
thumb and he will be good :i,~,. Next, the rest show a 
waw everywhere except in the impf. qal, where all 
except six show ayodh (e.g. w,,:)- The six have a qal 

imperfect like :i,'lf.! and are: When the mother knew l1il 

that her daughter was about to bear -,,, a child, she 
went out N:!Z', of her house, went down "Ii, the steps, 
went ,,n to her daughter's home, and sat :i.tzi, with her. 

1':?- Prep. lamedh plus 2 m. s. suffix, in pause for the 

normal;!;, (DG 51 (note), WL 49). 

n,iz1.11i. Strong-waw plus 2 m. s. pf. qal of nfu.11 ( do, 
make). Treat all perfects with waw as strong-waw, 
since the perfect with weak-waw is not found in good 
Hebrew prose such as this. 

N:. Particle of entreaty. The dagesh in the nun is 
euphonic to ensure the pronunciation of the consonant 
after the maqqeph, and is known as dagesh forte con
junctivum (DG 33, WL 2 1). This is the only case where 
N~ follows a perfect (GK 105b). To distinguish between 
dageshforte and dagesh lene, remember that.ff (doublef) 
is a musical instruction to double the sound. 
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,,c.v, 'with me'. This form with daleth and I sing. 
suffix is found forty-five times for the ordinary ,~~ 

(with me). Some connect it with the Arabic inda 
(beside, with), so BDB 767a and GK ro3c, but the 
origin may be that daleth is a 'particle letter' ( actually 
an old demonstrative particle) used to manufacture 
longer prepositions. 

-ii.ti, Pausal form (long vowel of the primary sound, 

DG 40 par. 4a, WL I I 7) for ~t;t. Usually translated 
'loving-kindness, mercy', but strictly 'faithfulness to 
the covenant'. The development is due to Hosea's 
teaching, who realized that God is still faithful however 
wayward Israel may be, and always full of mercy and 
compassion toward repentant Israel. Translate 'then 
you will please (N~ make sure) to keep faith with me'. 

,~n,:m,,. Strong-waw plus 2 m. s. pf. hiphil of 
,~i plus Is. suffix; 'and cause me to be remembered to', 
i.e. 'remember me to'. Note the pathach under the tau 
with the suffix. 

,~l"lN:lr1n'i. Another strong-waw 2 m. s. pf. hiphil 
(of N:lr,) plus I sing. suffix: 'and cause me go out', 
i.e. 'bring me out'. The verb is a true pe-waw, hence the 
waw in the hiphil, and it is a lamedh-aleph, hence the 
tsere under the tsade. Except for 3 and 2 fem. pl. impf. 
throughout (where the vowel is seghol), the impf. pual 
and impf. hoph (where the vowel is qamets), the vowel 
before the aleph is qamets down the left column (i.e. the 
qal) and tsere everywhere else 'inside the shop-windows'; 
see paradigms, the 'shop windows' are along the top 
and down the left column. 

10. Prep. 'from'. For suffixes see DG 53, WL uo£ 
It is sometimes separable and sometimes not (DG 52, 
WL 20). 
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mn n,::i,-i. The Hebrew has 'this house'. LXX has 
the rare oxvpooµa (fortress, cf. 2 Corinthians 104), and 
Vulgate has career {prison), but both are probably 
interpretative. 

Verse 15. :i.::i. Pual inf. abs. followed by 1 s. pf. pual 
of the same verb :i.::i (steal). For this intensive use of 
the inf. abs., see DG 77 (bottom) and more fully, WL 
IOI, DS 117, GK 113n; 'for I was ravished away 
(stolen away)', and all the more intensive because of the 
pual. 

Y,M0, Prep. min plus cstr. sing. of r,~ ( earth, land). 

c,,:un,. Article plus masc. pl. of ,,:;i~ (Hebrew). 

Tribal names end in -i; fem. sing. n;-,::µ,r (DG 56, 
GK 86h). 

c:i,. Copula plus adverb (moreover, also). 

l"'!!). Adverb of place (here). 

,n,tz,,y, 1 s. pf. qal of ntz7Y (do). 

n0,kc. Indefinite pronoun, used usually in negative 
sentences, and so (with the negative) 'not anything'. 
Note the accent, which is on the penultimate syllable. 

i6tz7. 3 p. pf. qal of c,~ (set), though ayin-waw forms 
are occasionally found. Note that the accent is milra' 
(on the last syllable) as for lamedh-he verbs, whereas for 
ayin-waw verbs it ought to be mil'el (on the penultimate 
syllable), i.e. ~!,~ from :,!,:i, but ~t::ih from c~1,. 

!' erse l 6. x,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. apocopated 
1mpf. qal of mti (see). For this unique apocopated 
form, see DG 147, WL 144. Cf. note on 406, 
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"'U'lEI. 3 m. s. pf. qal of ii:,~ (interpret), but with 
qamets for pathach in pause with athnach. Translate as 
pluperfect (had interpreted) (DG 155, WL 67, DS 
58f, DT 16, GK 106!). 

l=)N, Conjunction 'yes and'. Compare ':(~ which is 
'yes but'. Here the conjunction is followed by the 
pronoun 'I' used emphatically; 'Yes and I too .. .'. 

,o,,n::i. Prep. beth plus c=6q ( dream) plus I s. 

suffix. 

nw,w. Cardinal number 'three', in apposition, 
differing in gender and before the noun; cf. the rules 
in note on verse 2. 

,,c. Cstr. pl. of ,c (basket), from the double-ayin 
root ;,c II (plait), hence the double-lamedh. 

,,n. Masc. noun found only here, usually taken to 
be from the root i1i, I (be white) and so 'white bread', 
and so the Ancient Versions, but Rashi (medieval 
Jewish commentator) derived it from i1n II (bend, 
turn) and so 'perforated bread (i.e. bread-rings)'. 
The Targum of Onkelos derived it from ,,n II (be 
free, freeborn) and so 'nobility', i.e. 'bread fit for a 
king'. 

Verse 17. ,c::i,. Waw-copula (-u before labial, mnem
omic 'bump') plus prep. beth plus article plus ,;, 
(basket). 

7,,,l,'r,. Article plus adjective (highest). 

,:io. Prep. min (from) plus ,~ (all), more usually in 
the construct with short -o and following maqqeph. 
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',:,Ne. Cstr. sing. of ',~~0 (food). 

n\;7~,;i. Cstr. sing. of n;-~0 (work). Note the tsere of 
the construct, and the seghol of the absolute. 

qil1:i. Article plus qiY, collective noun from the root 
!:)ill' I (fly about), hence 'flying creatures, birds'. 

',:,N, Masc. sing. act. ptc. qal of',:,N (eat), expressing 
continuity as against the impf. succession (DG 159, 
WL 107, DS 135, DT 165, GK u6a). 

Verse 18. 7.v,i . Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. (apoco
pated) qal of ml1 I (answer). 

Verse 19. Nfzri. 3 m. s. impf. qal ofNfu~ (lift up). 

,,',310, Prep. min (from) plus 2 m. s. suffix to prep. 
',~ (upon). This preposition appears to have plural 
forms for all its suffixes, due to an original yodh which 
is resumed before suffixes (DG 70, WL 64-f). 

:,',1'1,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. pf. qal of n~J;I (hang). 

1-,tz,,~. 2 m. s. suffix to sing. -,rn, (flesh). 

Verse 20. r,~~- lnf. cstr. hophal of ,Z,, (bear), but 
with a feminine ending. This form would normally be 
M-:Pi'.! for the fuller form 1'1j~~n, but some of the more 
unvsual forms of this verb do occasionally assimilate 
yodh (GK 69w and 71 (end), also note on verse 14). 
This passive form is here used impersonally, so that 
what we should call its subject is subordinated to it in 
the accusative (GK 121a and b), lit. 'a day of it being 
born to Pharaoh'. 

tz,,y,,, Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. (apoc.) qal of 
niz1l1 (make). 
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nMtzio. Masc. noun formed from the lamedh-he root 
nnru (drink), here 'feast', apparently an occasion for 
drinking rather than for eating. 

,,,:ur. 3 m. s. suffix to plural of,~ (slave, servant). 

Nfu'!i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of Nizn (lift 
up). 

,,n:::i.. Prep. beth plus cstr. sing. of noun m,i:;, (midst), 

the whole being used regularly as a prepositional phrase 
'in the midst of'. 

Verse 2 I. :i.~,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. hiphil of 
:i.~ (return). The normal 3 m. s. impf. hiphil is 
:i.,~, and the jussive form is :::l.tll;• The jussive form is 
used regularly with the strong-waw, the tone is retracted 
(as here), and the last vowel consequently shortened, 
the previous syllable being open (DG 85, WL go). 
The jussive form shows only in the hiphil in the regular 
verb, but also in the qal in ayin-waw and double-ayin 
verbs, but always the hiphil-i returns with suffixes, 
i.e. '~i?~l, but ~n'-~i-?~1-

Verse 23. N;,. The negative here breaks the sequence of 
the strong-waw, and is therefore emphatic: 'but the 
chief butler did not remember ... .' 

inn:::,w,i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of n:::,a,i 
(forget), plus 3 m. s. suffix. Imperfects in -o and -e act 
like a third declension noun with its suffixes ~n'-~I?:, 
but the imperfect in -a acts like a first declension noun 
~M!:li'P;• 



CHAPTER XLI 

Verse I. 7p0. Prep. min plus constr. sing. of 71?. (end). 

c,r,:n:zf. Dual offem. noun n~T.p (year), lit. 'a couple of 

years', with the plural 'days' following in apposition 
(GK 13ie); 'after two full years' time'. 

,riy mn,. We should expect the personal pronoun 
N:rn after the particle and before the participle, but it 
is frequently omitted, especially this third person 
pronoun (GK I r6s, DS 133f). 

l:,y. The prep. I:,? (upon) is u"sed after verbs of 
'standing, going' to express the idea of towering over 
something. Here we should say 'above, beside'. 

iN,n. Article ( dagesh fails in yodh with shewa, DG 33, 
WL 20) plus ik:, an Egyptian loan-word meaning 
'stream', but used in Hebrew exclusively of the Nile. 

Verse 2. r,l:,y, Fem. pl. of act. ptc. qal of n,Y (go up, 
come up). 

31'::lttf. Cardinal 'seven', before noun without article; 
differs in gender, in the absolute. 

MME. Plural of n-,~ (cow). The qamets is firm, as 
compensation for a doubled resh of a double-ayin root. 

M1E,. Fem. cstr. plural of n~~ (beautiful), which is 
m. sing; fem sing. is n~> 

nNii:i. Noun meaning 'sight'. nNii:i M1E~, 'beautiful 
to see'. 

M~i::i,. Waw-copula (-u before labial) plus fem. cstr. 
pl. of N,j~ {fat). 
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m,.v,rn. Strong-waw plus 3 f. pl. impf. qal of Mll'i 
(feed, pasture). 

,m~::i.. Prep. · hetk plus article plus :rn~, collective 

noun and Egyptian loan-word, meaning 'reeds'. 

Verse 3. r,iinM. Fem. pl. of adj. imt (other), but as if 
from the first declension form ioi;c. 

1n,inM. Prep. ,::,r,i~ (after) plus 3 £ pl. suffix. 

riill'i. Fem. cstr. pl. of adj. ll':, (evil). The form is 
double-ayin, hence the firm qamets which is compensat
ing for the resk that cannot be doubled. 

ri,1,,i. Waw-copula plus fem. cstr. pl. of adj. p:; 
{thin). The root is double-ayin, hence the doubled 
qopk. The word properly means 'thin, fine' in the 
sense of pulverized. 

mic11n,. Strong-waw plus 3 £ pl. imp£ qal of ,0ll' 
(stand). 

;xM. Noun denoting proximity, but used solely as a 
preposition with the meaning 'beside'. 

ME>iz7. Cstr. sing. of n~~ (lip, bank). 

Verse 4. m;:,Mrii. Strong-waw plus 3 f. pl. impf. qal of 
;:,M ( eat), one of the five pe-alepk roots; see note in 
chapter 40, verse 8. 

rp,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of r;,, 
(awake), a true pe-yodk verb, but not found outside the 
qal. 

Verse 5. 1uti,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
ltZf, {sleep), a normal pe-waw verb (i.e. showing a waw 
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outside the qal). Note the qamets for the normal 
pathach, in pause with accent ;:,aqeph gadhol (DG 40, 
WL 157). 

r,,~;t. Feminine ordinal 'second'. The masc. form is 

,~r;;, but the feminine is used here because the fem. 

noun cp-~ (time) is understood (DS 57), the meaning 
being 'a second time'. 

c,~:itti. Plural of feminine (the preceding numeral is 
masc. according to rule) noun r,~::iw (ear of grain). The 
famous test-word Shibboleth (Judges 126 ) is another 
word, meaning 'flowing stream'. 

mp:i. Prep. beth plus masc. (note the seghol) noun 
'stalk, reed'. 

r,i:iro,. Waw-copula plus fem. pl. abs. of adj. :iito 
(good), agreeing with the previous 'ears'. 

Verse 6. M!)ntU"I. Waw-copula (-u before shewa) plus 
£ pl. of pass. ptc. qal of ~,w (scorch, blight). 

c,,;,. Noun meaning 'east' or (as here) 'east wind'; 
c£ the common English 'North-easter'. 

r,ino~. Fem. pl. of act. ptc. qal ofno~ (sprout). 

Verse 7. rmr~:im. Strong-waw plus 3 f. pl. imp£ qal of 
Y~:i (swallow down). 

riiM~on,. Waw-copula plus article plus f. pl. of adj. 
M:;,,;i (full) • 

Verse 8. c~$r:,1. Strong-waw plus 3 f. s. impf. niphal of 
CY!) (impel, thrust). The meaning of the niphal is 'to 
be disturbed, depressed'; cf. Psalm 77 6, Daniel 23• 
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The tone is retracted to the open syllable which 
precedes the tone (DG 85 (bottom), WL go, GK 64b), 
so that the last syllable has the short seghol. 

,n,,. 3 m. s. suffix to sing. lJ~, (spirit). 

n,zzri,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qalofn,ru (send). 

Mip,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. imp£ qal of 2it,1, 
(call), lamedh-aleph root. 

,0to,n. Cstr. plural of ci:!11r:t, properly 'engraver, 
writer (with stylus)', but in Old Testament only of 
magician, astrologer. Found only in plural and always 
with the final -o sharpened into a short -u and the mem 
doubled, probably because the vowel was originally 
short (GK 93h). 

r,,0:,n. 3 f. s. suffix to plural of c:;ii, (wise man), the 

name of the country being feminine (DG 56, WL 56). 

Verse g. ,:l,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. piel of 
i:l, (speak), dagesh failing in yodh with shewa (DG 33, 
WL 20). 

,MtQM. 1 s. suffix to the plural of M?p!:I (error, sin), 
which acts as segholate (second declension) with seghol 
in first syllable, e.g. 'his sin' is i~tpi:,. 

-,,:,70. Masc. sing. of ptc. hiphil of i:,1 ('bringing to 
mind'). 

Verse I r. n0,m,. Strong-waw plus 1 pl. imp£ ( cohor
tative, DG 83, WL 85£) qal of c,n ( dream), pe
guttural verb. But see GK 49e: this form with final he 
added is found often, especially in later books, but 
without the meaning of the cohortative. It is probably 
a development to parallel the use of the jussive form 
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(without the meaning of the jussive) with the strong
waw. 

N~n,. Waw-copula plus 3 m. s. pronoun, but with 
qamets in a pair of words and in the pretone (DG 53, 
WL 45). Both conditions must be fulfilled, e.g. 'gold 
and silver' is ;ig~J :::10?, but 'silver and gold' is :ion !:Jlil:+i. 

,,rbn. 1 pl. perf. qal of c,n {dream), but with 
qamets for pathach in pause with silluq at the end of the 
sentence (DG 40, WL 4 7). 

Verse 12. cm,. Waw-copula plus adverb of place C'q7, 
'and there was there'. 

,~MN. Prep. r,~ (with) plus I pl. suffix (DG 142, 
WL 49). 

,:v~. Segholate noun, 'youth', used of a boy of any 
age from an infant (Exodus 26 , l Samuel 122) to a youth 
of seventeen years {Genesis 37 2) and more (as evidently 
here). 

,-,:::u,. 'Gentilic' adjective, ending in -i (GK 86h). 

,ElC,i. Strong-waw plus I pl. impf. piel of ,JJO 
(recount). 

·,i:,~~1- Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of ir,~ 

(interpret), but with cholem shortened before the follow
ing maqqeph, the syllable thereby becoming a closed 
syllable before the tone (DG 40, WL 28). Pronounce 
therefore wiiy-ytph-tor. 

~,. Prep. lamedh plus I pl. suffix {DG 51, WL 49). 

,,,rirbn. I pl. suffix to the plural of c-!,q {dream), 
masc. noun with plural in -oth. 
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,c,n:,. Prep. kaph plus c-!,Q plus 3 m. sing. suffix. 

,ru,. 3 m. s. pf. qal of ,1i!l (interpret), but with 
pathach lengthened to qamets with silluq at the end of the 
verse (DG 40, WL 4 7). 

Verse 13. ,wtt:,. Prep. kaph plus the relative ,zv~, the 
whole forming a conjunction and so being followed by 
a finite verb. 

iT"n. The verb means 'come to be' (as here), rather 
than 'to be'. 

:,,,tzin. 3 m. s. pf. hiphil of :i.~w (return). 

,.,:,. 1 s. suffix to the sing. 1~ (office), see 4013• 

Verse 14. in:i:,,,,. Strong-waw (dagesh fails inyodh with 
shewa, DG 32f, WL 20) plus 3 m. pl. impf. hiphil of 
r~, (run) plus 3 m. s. suffix: 'and they rushed him'. 

,,::in. Article plus ,;:.i (pit, dungeon), a contracted 
form from ,k~. 

n',.:i,,. Strong-waw (dagesh failing) plus 3 m. s. impf. 
piel of n',J (shave), followed by a similar form of the 
root 1:1'" (change). With lamedh-guttural verbs, the 
vowel before the guttural is pathach, except for the 
hiphil -i. 

,-,r,',otzr. 3 m. s. suffix to plural of n~t?T?', usually 
'mantle', but here 'clothes' generally. The noun is a 
feminine segholate, i.e. the first syllable is closed in the 
singular only. 

M:i.,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of Mi:.l 
(come), see 40'. 
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Verse 15 . .srt::iwn. 2 m. s. impf. qal of Yew (hear), 'thou 
canst hear'. The imperfect is used for modal forms 
(auxiliary verbs such as 'may, might, can' etc.) (DG 
158, WL 67, DT 41ff, DS 64, GK 107r-x). 

ii:!,;,~. Prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal of in£1 (inter
pret): The first syllable is closed (DG 77, WL 100). 

Verse r6. ,,,,,:i. Prep. ,,~~~ (not unto) plus I suffix. 

It is a compound of,~ (not) and prep. ,,~ (unto), 

which appears to take the suffixes of a plural (DG 70, 
WL 64f). Final qamets for pathach in pause with 
athnach (DG 40, WL I 1 7). According to the accents 
of the Hebrew text, the pause demands the translation 
'Not unto me. God will answer ... ', and similarly the 
Targum 'Not according to my wisdom'. But Vulgate 
made the pause earlier with 'saying', and then trans
lated 'God will answer apart from me'. The Samaritan 
Pentateuch and the Septuagint make a similar pause, 
but parse the following verb as a niphal, 'Apart from 
God, one will not be answered .. .', reading ,,r~~ and 
M~f~, and inserting N~. · · 

M)Y,. 3 m. s. impf. qal ofm; (answer). 

Verse I 7. ,~~n. Demonstrative particle n~;, (behold) 
plus r s. suffix, followed, as normally, by the act. ptc. 
qal; cf. note on verse 1. 

Verse 18. r,t,,i. Waw-copula plus cstr. fem. pl. of 
adjective n~~ (fair, comely). For pointing of simple 

waw before yodh with shewa, see DG 53 (Rem.), WL 44, 
2(c). 

iirtn. Masc. noun meaning 'outline, form'. 
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Verse 19. r,,;,. Fem. plural abs. of adj; ,::.r (weak, 
thin). The root is double-ayin, hence the dagesh in the 
lamedh. 

r,i;i,. Waw-copula plus cstr. fem. plural of adjective 
;.:, (evil). See note on verse 3. 

,xio. Noun meaning 'muchness', used regularly as 
adverb 'very'. 

n,p,,. Waw-copula plus cstr. fem. pl. of adjective 
p:i (thin), a double-qyin root. Note that here and in 
verses 20 and 27 the root is pp, with a resh, but in 
verses 3 and 4 it is pp, with a daleth. 

~J"l'IMi. 1 s. pf. qal ofnx, (see). 

Mi~'f• Prep. kaph (qamets in pretone, DG 51, but 
only before certain special forms, WL 45, GK ro2g) 
plus fem. plural demonstrative pronoun 'those'. 

;,;. Prep. lamedh (qamets in pretone, DG 51, WL 45) 
plus noun ~i (badness). 

Verse 2 r. M,N::l.Mi. Strong-waw plus 3 f. pl. impf. qal of 
Mi:::l. (come). 

n,:,.i1,. A rare form for the normal 1:;-;,j7, 3 f. pl. 

suffix to sing. ::i.?R (inward part) (GK 91f). 

;i,~. 3 m. s. pf. niphal of;,, ('it was not known') . . 
iN::i.. 3 m. pl. pf. qal of xta, but translate as pluper

fect (DG 155, WL 67, GK 1061, DS 58f, DT 22). 

7~Ni0,. Waw-copula (-u before labial, DG 53, 
WL 44) plus 3 f. pl. suffix to the singular of n~-;,0 
(appearance). These forms from lamedh-he nouns look 
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like plurals because of the yodh, but they are intended 
to be singulars (GK 93ss). 

n,nz,:::i.. Prep. beth plus article plus fem. noun n~i,r;, 
(beginning). 

7"1',i,n. Strong-wawplus Is. impf. qal ofrp, (awake), 
with qamets for pathach in final syllable in pause with 
silluq (DG 40, WL 117). 

Verse 22. Niin. Strong-waw plus I s. impf. qal (apoco
pated with tone retracted, the normal form being 
M~?~) of nN, (see) (DG 147, WL 144). 

Verse 23. z,it:iJ'lr. Fem. pl. pass. ptc. qal of CJlr (dry up, 
harden); only occurrence of root in Old Testament, 
but the noun is found in Aramaic meaning 'stone'. 
No equivalent in LXX, Vulgate, Syriac. 

cr,,inN. 3 m. pl. suffix to ''.'.11:'.!8, used as a preposition 
to mean 'after'. The masc. suffix is used in preference 
to the fem. suffix (which actually occurs in verse 27) 
(GK 1350). 

Verse 24. lll'~:::i.:n,. The normal form with final he 
written is found in verse 7. 

icl!n. Strong-waw plus I s. impf. qal of it:iN (say), 
one of the five pe-aleph roots; cf. note on 40 8• 

,-,xi,. Hiphil ptc. of ,.:tJ (be conspicuous), found 
only in hiphil and hophal with meaning 'declare, 
announce, expound'. 

Verse 25. Nin. For the construction, see DG 46; lit. 'the 
dream of Pharaoh, it is one'. 
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J"IN, The particle prefaces the whole phrase, 'that 
which God is about to do'. 

ntz.,y, Act. ptc. qalofniuY (do). The participle is used 
of the immediate future (futurus instans) (DG 159, 
WL 107, DS 134, GK 116p) . 

.,.,.:in. 3 rn. s. p£ hiphil of ,.:i,, 'he hath announced'. 

Verse 26. c,~tzt. Plural of fern. noun n;rv (year); the 
expected plural in -oth is comparatively rare ( cstr. 
nine times, and with suffixes eleven times). 'Seven years 
are they.' The normal cstr. plural is ,;~; see the 

end of the next verse. 

Verse 27. m;,,n. Article plus fern. pl. of adj. ;,~ (empty), 
it looks suspiciously like an early error for nip"tn (see 
Samaritan Pentateuch and Syriac). 

Verse 28. Freely translated, 'It is as I said to Pharaoh. 
' 

ni,cin. 3 rn. s. p£ hiphil of MNi (see). 

Verse 29. r,iN:::i. Fern. pl. act. ptc. qal of Ntn (come), 
predicate agreeing with the subject of the sentence: 
'behold seven years are corning'. 

Y;,.4'. Masc. noun 'plenty'. This form is rare, and 
found twice only outside this chapter, the normal form 
being y;_ftt. 

Verse 30. ,o~,. Strong-waw plus 3 pl. p£ qal of ctp 
(rise up). The tone is on the penultimate syllable, 
since the root is ayin-waw. 
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n:iiv:i,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. pf. niphal of n:irz, 
(forget). 

n',:i,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. pf. piel of n',:i (to be 
at an end), the piel form being transitive. 

Verse 31. l7,,,. 3 m. s. impf. niphal of 37,, (know). 

T.1:l. Masc. sing. adj. (heavy). 

Verse 32. Lit. 'and on account of the being repeated of 
the dream'. Prep. ',37 followed by in£ cstr. niphal of 
rmzi (repeat). This is the construction which gives rise 
to the name 'infinitive con~truct' (DG 1 I I, WL I oo). 

c,ell'~. Pausal (qamets for pathach with athnach, DG 
40, WL I I 7) for C;Q~D, dual of second declension noun 
CllD (beat, time), 'a couple of times'. 

7'1:l:I, Masc. s. ptc. niphal of l~l) (to be firm). 
The niphal part. and the 3 m. s. pf. niphal of ayin-waw 
verbs are alike, but this is the participle since the 
parallel phrase includes an undoubted participle. 

,nee,. Waw-copula (-u before labial, DG 53, WL 44) 
plus masc. sing. ptc. piel of inc (hurry). 

ir,u.,y',, Prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal ofnful7 (do) plus 
3 m. s. suffix. 

Verse 33. MMll'i, Waw-copula plus adverb of time, 'now'. 

N:,~. 3 m. s. impf. (jussive) qal of M!M (see, look out) 

(DG 83 and 147, WL 85 and 144), 'let Pharaoh look 
out a man .. .'. 

1i:::lJ. Niphal ptc. of Pi (perceive), 'intelligent'. 
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,nr,,zu,,. Weak-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. (jussive) qal of 
r,,l;Zf (set) plus 3 m. s. suffix. Vocal shewa has failed 
entirely after waw-with-shewa, and the pointing is 
long chireq (DG 53, WL 44). 

Verse 34. niz1g,, 3 m. s. impf. qal of ntrnr {do), but we 
should expect the jussive tzr;,~ here, and preferably 
preceded by weak-waw. This is the reading of the 
Ancient Versions. 

"tj'EI,,. Weak-waw plus 3 m. s. jussive hiphil of "tj'EI 
(appoint). 

c,"tpEI. Plural of noun .,,~9 (overseer). 

wcn,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. pf. piel of the denom
inative verb ~i:t (to make a fifth), following from the 
previous jussive, 'and let him fifth (i.e. take a fifth of) 
all the land of Egypt' (DS 81 (bottom), DT 126f, 
GK 112q). 

Verse 35. i:iz::ip,,. Weak-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. 
(jussive) qal of f::li' (gather), followed (after the 
athnach) by a similar form of the root ,:::i.:i (heap up). 

,;. Masc. noun from a double-ayin root ( corn, 

grain of corn). Pathach becomes qamets in pause. 

r,nr,. Prep. 'under', followed by cstr. sing. of ~ 
(hand), here meaning 'authority'. 

c,i;::i. Prep. beth plus article plus plural of ,,;v- ( city) 
(PG 153, WL 186). 

~,~T.V1· Strong-waw plus 3 pl. pf. qal (~,;it) of ,0w 
(guard), but with tone retracted in pause with silluq 
and the tone-long vowel of the primary sound (here 
qamets) appearing (DG 4of, WL 117, GK 29n). 
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Verse 36. l"!"nT. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. pf. qal, 'and the 
food shall be . . . '. 

7t'TpEl;, Prep. lamedh plus Ji'TP,.,;;l ( deposit, store). 

7,,nr,. Normally written with final he; 3 f. pl. impf. 
qal of n,n (to be). 

n,~. 3 f. s. impf. niphal of n,.:, (cut off). 

Verse 37. :im,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
:iro, (to be good). 

,:,,.v:n. Waw-copula (-u before labial, DG 53, WL 44) 
plus prep. beth plus cstr. pl. of nr (eye). 

Verse 38. irnn::i:in. Interrogative (DG 167, WL 28f) plus 
I pl.impf.qalofNlr0 (find); translate'Can we find ... ?' 
(DG 158, DS 64, DT 43, GK 107t). The form could 
be niphal 3 m. s. pf. or niphal ptc., but impf. qal is best, 
giving the meaning 'can'. 

"?~· Prep. kaph, with qamets in the pretone; see note 
on 4119; 'like this man', and continue 'a man in 
whom .. .'. 

Verse 39. ,,nx. Prep. 'after'. It is better to take the 
next word as inf. cstr. hiphil of .v~ (and not 3 m. s. pf. 
hiphil). It is correct to use the preposition with the 
inf. cstr., but to insert the relative irziN before a finite 
verb (DG 1 II). 

r,m-,.:,-r,N. The demonstrative pronouns are regarded 
as being themselves definite enough to be preceded by 
the sign of the accusative, and so regularly. 

,,c.:,. The fuller form io.:, is used regularly instead 
of the prep. kaph before light suffixes, with the accent 
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on the last syllable but one (DG 87 (note 1), WL nof, 
GK rn3h). 

Verse 40. nriN. 'Thou', emphatic; cf. 2 Samuel 127. 

7'.D~.11,. 'and according to thy mouth (i.e. at thy 
command)'. 2 m. s. suffix to the singular n9 (mouth) 

(DG I 53, WL 186); but see the next note. 

pvri. 3 m. s. impf. qal of 1,ru:i (kiss). It is said that 
the natural meaning of the Hebrew is 'and upon thy 
mouth shall all my people kiss', but the normal 
preposition for this is lamedh (cf. Job 31 27). Commen
tators generally reject the meaning 'kiss' for the verb, 
on the ground that all the people would not kiss Joseph 
on the mouth. Either assume that 'all the people' 
means the Court, or translate 'at thy command shall 
all my people do homage'. This latter is probably the 
interpretation of LXX and Vulgate, both of which 
have 'obey'. Some commentators translate 'arrange 
themselves' on the analogy of the Arabic nasaqa 
(Delitzsch, Dillmann, etc.), whilst others read p~ 
('run' from the root pn:i). 

p-,. The same word is used of the kine in verses 19, 20 
and 27; but always elsewhere it is used as an adverb 
with restrictive force, 'only in respect of the throne .. .'. 

NO~.,. Article plus M!i)~ (seat, throne). 

,,.:iN. 1 s. impf. qal of,,~ (to be great). The im

perfect qal of stative verbs is usually in -a. Note that 
a stative verb is a verb which describes a state, i.e. 
'to be great, small, heavy, etc.'. Such verbs are usually 
intransitive. The paradigms (DG 208, WL 250) are apt 
to be misleading. A verb has not got a stative qal 
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as well as an active qal; but ordinary verbs generally 
have a perfect in -a and an imperfect in -o, whilst 
stative verbs usually have a perfect in -e (less frequently 
in -o) and an imperfect in -a. 

100. Prep. min (here a comparative, DG 161, 
WL 31f) plus pausal form of 2 m. s. suffix (WL uo), 
(but dagesh in kaph is omitted in error) (GK 103i). 
The tone is retracted (shewa lengthened into seghol, 
DG 41, WL 117) and the kaph doubled as in verbal 
forms (GK 58i). These forms of min with suffixes are 
usually explained as if from a reduplicated minmin, but 
see GK 103m. 

Verse 41. nMi. 2 m. s. imperat. qal of nMi (see). Note 
that 2 m. s. imperatives of lamedh-he verbs end in tsere, 
imperfects in seghol, perfects in qamets, infinitive con
structs in -oth. 

,ru,,. 1 s. pf. qal of 7r,, (give, set). The final nun 
of the stem assimilates into the tau of the ending (DG 
213, WL 255). 

Verse 42. ,c,'i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. hiphil of 
,~c ('turn aside', but in the hiphil it is the common 
verb for 'remove'). The normal impf. hiphil is i'II?;, 

with jussive ,~:-· When the tone is retracted the 
tsere becomes pathach because of the guttural resh, 
instead of the normal seghol (GK 72aa). 

in:11:i:c!I. 3 m. s. suffix to sing. ?W~TD (signet-ring). 

,:110. Prep. min (DG 52, WL 20) plus prep. ,:11, 
'from upon'. 

m~;-,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. hiphil ( coin
cides with jussive, DG 83 and 95, WL go) of tu~, (to 
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clothe, be clothed). The final vowel is sometimes 
pathach ( as normal verb) and sometimes tsere ( as stative 
verb), but imp£ qal is always in -a. When the gal is 
transitive it is used of clothing oneself, but the hiphil 
is used, as here, of clothing somebody else. 

~"i:i::i.. Cstr. pl. of.,~ (strictly 'robe', but it can be 

used of 'garments' generally). 

'llirli. Probably a loan-word from Egyptian. It refers 
to 'byssus', fine Egyptian linen. 

cir,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of c,f;l (set). 
The normal impf. qal is c,~, jussive c~, and so with 

seghol when tone is retracted with strong-waw. Occa
sional qyin-waw forms are found. 

"i::i.i. Cstr. s. of the absolute form -i,:;i-, (chain), 
found only in Ezekiel 1611• Note the article with the 
following word, which may mean 'the chain of gold' 
which belonged to Joseph's official dress. On the other 
hand, it may mean nothing more than an ordinary 
golden chain (DS 28 paragraph (d), GK 126n). 

'lii,mr. 3 m. s. suffix to sing. iNri (neck). 

Verse 43. :i.::,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. hiphil 
(like the jussive) of ::i::, (ride). The word properly has 
to do with riding in a chariot (as here), but it is also 
used of riding mules, horses, and camels. 

? .~itl. Cstr. sing. of n;i'?l? (chariot). The vowel 
under the first mem changes apparently irresponsibly. 
It was originally an -i, but this is the only case where 
this vowel is found, and it is the only occurrence of the 
sing. cstr. form. In all other singular forms the seghol 
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is found, but pathach with all plurals (GK 85h, BDB 
93gb). 

n)tmn. Article plus n~zvi.;i ( double, copy, second); 
lit. 'the chariot of the second degree', the regular 
construction for that which is second in order of 
precedence; cf. 2 Chronicles 3524, 2 Kings 23'-, etc. 
It was difficult to say 'his second chariot', because 
of the construct construction, so the writer has had to 
adopt the circumlocution 'which was to him' (GK 129a 
and h). 

iN-,1,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. p. impf. qal ohr,p ( call 
aloud). Samaritan, Greek, and Syriac Versions all have 
the singular. 

ii::iN. Probably the best explanation is that this 
strange word is the Coptic avrek (incline, bow), but it 
could be the Aramaic aphel ( corresponding to the 
Hebrew hiphil) imperative of 'i[i;t (kneel), and this 
may have influenced the retention of the original 
Coptic. Aquila and Vulgate were therefore probably 
not misled (see l.C.C., Genesis) when they translated 
'bow the knee'. There are many suggestions in the 
commentaries and also in Hastings' Dictionary of the 
Bible and Encycloptedia Biblica. 

7ir,)i. Ordinary waw plus inf. abs. qal of }J"I' (give). 
The infinitive absolute can be used instead of any form 
of the verb, either when it is sufficient merely to in
dicate the idea of the verb, or else for special emphasis. 
Here it follows a preceding strong-waw with the im
perfect (imperfect consecutive), but without any 
obvious reason (GK 113z). This use is not mentioned in 
DG, but see DS 121, WL 102. 

Verse 44. c,-,,. 3 m. s. impf. hiphil ofc~, (rise up). 
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Verse 45. C'IZ7. The cstr. sing. of c~ (name) only rarely 
has seghol, but usually keeps the tsere as here. 

M'1'EI zm,:ir. An Egyptian name, which, with other 
vocalization, means 'the god speaks and he lives' 
(BDB 86xa). Other suggestions are 'Revealer of 
secrets' (Josephus, Targum, Syriac) and 'Saviour of 
the world' (Delitzsch on the basis of Coptic). 

-p,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. imp£ q al of jM~ (give). 
The maqqeph makes the two words one, so that the 
tsere (being now in a closed syllable before the tone) 
becomes reduced to seghol (DG 40, WL 28). 

M~CN. Another Egyptian name, meaning 'belonging 
to ( the goddess) N eith'. 

l"Q.. Cstr. sing. of Mi (daughter) (DG 153, WL 186). 

l7i£1 to1EI, Yet another Egyptian name, meaning 'he 
whom Ra gave'. 

1n:i. Cstr. sing. of noun mj) (priest), the construct 
having the same form as the absolute. 

jM. This city of On was the centre of sun-worship and 
was called Heliopolis by the Greeks. 

Mr:iNl;,. Prep. lamedh plus nzv~ (woman, wife). 

N:ir,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of Nlt"' (go 
out), one of six pe-yodh verbs with qal impf. like ::it+f:!. 

Verse 46. j::l. Cstr. sing. ofj~ (son) (DG 153, WL 186). 
'Son of thirty years' is idiomatic for 'thirty years old' 
(WL 196, DS 33). 

c,ru,!Zf. 'Thirty'. The tens are masc. plurals and 
precede their noun in the singular (as here) or follow 
it in the plural (GK 134c). See note on 402• 
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1"'101"!1, Prep. beth plus inf. cstr. qal of "'ll:ll7 (stand) plus 
3 m. s. suffix. Pronounce b•'om•dhii, and translate 'in his 
standing', i.e. 'when he stood'. 

,.:,£)~. Prep. min plus prep. ,~!?~ ('from before') 

(DG 69, WL 65) • 

.,!lll',,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of'i!lll' ( cross 
over, pass through). 

Verse 47. tz7Y.ni. Strong-waw plus apocopated form of 
nr;,~l:l, 3 f. s. impf. qal ofntz.,11 (do, make). 

C"'~p,. Prep. lamedh plus pl. of fQ;, (handful); in our 
idiom 'by the handful'. 

Verse 48. y:ip,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
y:ip (gather). 

,,n. 3 pl. perf. qal of r,,r, (to be). 

njfl,. Cstr. sing. of M1W (field, the open country 
round the city). 

r,,,n:i,:io. 3 f. s. suffix to fem. pl. .n;::i.,~~ (environs). 
The masc. plural form c,.;i.,~ is also used in this sense, 

though less frequently. 

n:m,::i.. Prep. betk plus noun~ (midst) plus 3 £ s. 
suffix, 'in its (city) midst'. 

Verse 49. -,::i.:ir,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. imp£ qal of 
-,::i.:ir (heap up). 

,in:l. Prep. kaph plus cstr. sing. of ,in (sand). 

n::i.-,n. In£ abs. hiphil of r,::i,-, (to be many), but used 
often as an adverb meaning 'much'. Here followed by 
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-r~, strictly a noun meaning 'muchness', but almost 
always used as an adverb, 'much'. 

,.::, -r:v. 'Until that .. .', an unusual use of ,~, by 

which a prep is changed into a conjunction. The more 
usual usage is "'i~~ ,1. 

ibi;,~. Prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal of iEJc ( count, 
recount). The first syllable is closed (DG 77, WL 100). 

iEJCQ. Noun formed from previous verb, meaning 
'number'. 

Verse 50. ~c,,!,,. Waw-copula (-u before vocal shewa, 
DG 53, WL 44) plus prep. lamedh plus personal name. 

-i,,. 3 m. s. pf. pual of ,;, (bear a child) with 
anomalous qamets for the normal pathach. Some editions 
print pathach, but the more difficult text is the sounder 
reading. The singular does sometimes stand before a 
composite subject (GK 1450), (where the German 
es kommt ein Mann, eine Frau is quoted) (DS 157). The 
Samaritan Pentateuch has the easier plural form. 

citQ:i.. The word c,~ is strictly an adverb meaning 
'not yet', but it is used regularly both with and without 
the prep. beth as a conjunction, being followed by a 
finite verb. 

l!'n:i.n. 3 f. s. impf. qal of N'I~ (come). 

ituM. Here in its true relative function loosely joining 
two sentences together. We should say 'whom', but 
the Hebrew does not go so far as this. 

,;.,,i.,,. Note the dagesh (forte conjunctivum, DG 33, 
WL 21) after final -ah with maqqeph. 
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Verse 51. -,'l!):,,n. Article plus,;~~ (first-born). 

,~w~. This is abnormal for,~~, 3 m. s. pf. piel of 
rnp~ II (forget) plus I sing. suffix. Only case where piel 
of this root is found, and only case where any piel form 
has the original pathach in the first syllable of the per
fect; due to the influence of the personal-tribal name 
Manasseh, of which it is the popular etymology 
(GK 52m). 

,!,oy. 1 s. suffix to the sing. !::i9f (toil). 

Verse 52. ,.lwn. Article plus the masculine form of the 
second ordinal number. 

,.l,!li"l. 3 m. s. pf. hiphil of niEI (be fruitful) plus I s. 
suffix. 

,,,y. 1 si~g. suffix to sing. ,~~ (affliction). Pro

nounce 'on-yi. 

Verse 53. n,,!,:).n,. Strong-waw plus 3 f. pl. impf. qal 
of n!,~ (end, be complete). 

Verse 54. n,,!,n:,i. Strong-waw plus 3 £ pl. imp£ hiphil 
of !,!:in (profane, pollute). This root has both the true 
Hebrew hiphil. form of a double-qyin verb, !::it,i'.'! (begin), 
and the Aramaizing hiphil form with the first root
letter doubled (here virtually doubled because it is 
cheth) !::ir.i;:i with the normal hiphil meaning 'cause to 
profane'. This latter form is found twice only and in the 
imp£ hiphil, Numbers 303 and Ezekiel 397• See parad
igm (DG 226f, WL 270[). 

Ni:::i!::i. Prep. lamedh, with qamets in the pretone (DG 
51, WL 45), plus in£ cstr. qal of Ni::,, (come). 
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icM. Translate as a pluperfect, 'had said' (DG 155, 
para. i, 3; WL 67, OS 58f, DT 22, GK 1061). 

nixiMM. Article plus plural arr,~ (earth, land). 

-;::,!li. The waw-consecutive construction is broken, 
and we should say 'but in all the land of Egypt ... '. 

CQ?.• Pausal for Cl;!~ (bread), in pause with silluq, the 
tone-long vowel of the primary pathach returning (DG 
40, WL 117). 

Verse 56. nz,a,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
MM!l (open). 

C.'"l!l, Prep. heth plus 3 m. pl. suffix (DG 51, WL 49). 
The form c:; is also found, and (thrice) the strange 
~ci, (BDB 88a, GK 103g). For cn!l itz1M, LXX has 
'the corn-treasuries', and so also Syriac, i.e. ,~ zii,,M, 

which is probably the original. 

-,!lz:u,i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. imp£ qal of i!li:zf (buy 
grain). We should expect the hiphil here, 'cause to 
buy grain', i.e. 'to sell'. This verb is distinct from ,~tu 
(break), and is a denominative from ,;i.l;7 {corn, grain). 
Possibly the hiphil ,i~1 should be read. 

;,1n,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of j.'Tn 
(be strong, hold tight), 'and the famine had a firm 
grip'. 

Verse 57. iM!l, 3 pl. pf. qal ofMi:l (come). 

nc,ixc. Toneless he-locale plus c:i¥~ (Egypt) (DG 61 

(bottom), WL 55 and 21 r, 'Egyptwards'), 
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CHAPTER XLII 

Verse 1. M,,,. See note on 4016 • 

""ttf'!. Without the maqqeph this is ~' a substantive 
meaning 'being, existence', but tending to pass into a 
verb meaning 'there is'. 

,~. Noun meaning 'corn, grain', possibly from the 

idea of its being threshed (broken), and distinct from 
the similar noun which means 'fracture, breaking, 
etc.'. See note on 41 56 • 

,,:::1::,,,. Prep. lamedh plus 3 m. s. suffix to plural of 7~ 
(son). 

no,. Interrogative 'wherefore?'. The pointing varies, 
being n~~ before the gutturals aleph, he, and ayin 
(with two exceptions) and n~~· otherwise (with five 
exceptions), and in addition ni.~ once (Job 720) and 
n~7 once (1 Samuel 18) (BDB 554a, GK 102!). 

utinr,. 2 m. pl. impf. hithpael of m~, (see), 'look at 
one another' ( only here in this sense). 

Verse 2. ,,,. 2 m. pl. imperat. qal of.,,, (go down). 
one of the six pe--yodh verbs like !l~, which drop the 
yodh in the qal imperative and inf. construct. 

now. Adverb CfV plus toneless he-locale, and so 'thither'. 
The root is double-ayin (cf. Arabic thamm), hence the 
dagesh in the mem. 

,,:,,mi. Waw-copulative plus 2 m. pl. imperat. qal of 
-,::,,iu (buy corn). 

n,n:::1,. Weak-waw (equivalent to the Greek iva) 
plus r pl. impf. qal of n,n (live). 

nio:1. 1 pl. impf. qal of r,~o {die). 
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Verse 3. ,,.,,,. Strong-waw ~ plus 3 m. pl. impf. qal of 
,.,, (go down). 

'IJ~· Cstr. pl. ofn~ (brother). 'One dot, one brother'. 
i.e. all the singular forms have a chireq; no plural form 
(except the plural itself in -im) has a chireq (DG 153, 
WL 185). 

Verse 4. 'r:t~- Cstr. sing. ofnN (brother). The following 
,,tl~ is 3 m. s. suffix to the plural. 

,~N.,i''· 3 m. s. impf. qal of N.,i' II (by-form of the 
true root n-,p), meaning 'meet, encounter', plus nun
energicum plus 3 m. s. suffix (DG 1 10. WL I 50) ; cf. 
4429, where the true form n-,,, is found. 

l'ICM, Rare word, always without the c!,rticle, mean
ing 'harm, Inischance'. 

Verse 5. C'N::ln. Article plus masc. pl. of active ptc. qal 
of Mi:ll. (come). 

Verse 6. 'Now Joseph, he was the ruler .• .', the latter 
word being the Hebrew equivalent of the . Arabic 
Sultan: 'He it was who was selling corn ... .' 

-,,:::i,tzti:in. Article plus hiphil ptc. of-i:::i.izi (buy corn), lit. 
'causing to buy corn'. 

,inr,tzt,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. hithpa'lel of 
nntu (bow down) (DG 145, WL 145, GK 75kk). Instead 
of the final -he replacing the final -waw, the he has been 
added, thus making an apparently 4-consonant root. 
Also, the tau of the syllable hith has interchanged with 
the following sibilant shin (DG 93. WL 72. GK 54b). 

C'l,N. Dual of q~ ( nostril, face). 
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mriM. Noun r,, ( earth) plus toneless he-locale (DG 
61f, WL 55 and 211). The original-pathach under aleph 
is lengthened to qamets in pause at the end of the 
sentence (DG 40, WL I r 7), and the first syllable is 
therefore closed. 

Verse 7. c,~~,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. hiphil of 
of,~~ I (regard, recognize) plus 3 m. pl. suffix. 

,~~n,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. hithpael of,~~, 
a denominative verb formed from the adjective ,-,;,~ 
{foreign), and so meaning 'feigned to be a foreigner'. 
It is doubtful whether this is the same root as that in 
the previous note. 

rrnrip. Fem. plural of adj. n~11 (hard), correspond
ing to the classical neuter (DG 56, GK 122q). 

1,Nc. Prep. mem plus 1:8 (whence?). This form with 
nun is found orily in this compound, and is wholly 
distinct from the substantive 1:~ (nothing). 

CMN::l.. 2 m. pl. pf. qal of Ni~ (come). 

-,~ft";. Prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal (short -o 

because of following maqqeph, DG 40, WL 28) of i:itri 
(buy corn). The first syllable is closed (DG 77, 
WL 100). 

Verse 8. ,~,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. (jussive 
form, except for I sing. and plur., WL go, not clear in 
DG 95) hiphil of,~~ I (recognize). 

in,~n. 3 pl. pf. hiphil of,~ (recognize) plus 3 m. s. 
suffix. 



Verse 9. cn1;,. Prep. lamedh plus 3 m. pl. suffix. equal to 
the classical 'dative of reference' (WL 207. GK 119u. 
DS 140). 

c,':,.:r,c. Masc. pl. of piel ptc. of ',Ji, denominative 
verb from ',Ji (foot), meaning 'foot it, go about', here 
with bad intent, and so 'spies'. 

nnti':,. Prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal of nNi (see). 
First syllable is closed (DG 77, WL roo). 

rn,.v. Cstr. sing. of nr,J (nakedness). 

Verse I r. i.:i':,::>. Noun':,~ (all) plus I pl. suffix, 'all of us'. 
The dagesh in lamedh is due to the double-qyin root from 
which the noun is derived; the qamets is unusual 
(GK 91f), the normal being tsere; the o-sound has been 
sharpened to short-u before the doubled letter according 
to custom (DG 33 and I 13, WL 130). 

i.:im. Shorter form of the normal :i.:im~ (we), as in 
Arabic, Ethiopic, and sometimes in Syriac and the 
Targums. Q,amets for pathach in pause with athnach 
(DG 40, WL 117). 

c,~:,. Masc. pl. of adjective li (upright, honest). 

Verse 12. iit1;,. Note the accent zaqeph-gadhol, which cuts 
the word off from what follows (DG 230, note). 

Verse 13. 7~j,n, 'the youngest', adj. with article for the 
superlative (DG 161, WL 32, DS 48, GK 133g). 

·r,!$. Preposition 'with'. With suffixes this prep. 
always contains an 'it', and can thus be distinguished 
from MN (accus.) with suffixes. 
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,,,:J.M. 1 pl. suffix to singular :J.lf (father) (DG 153, 
WL 185); similar ton~ (brother), with all the singular 
forms having one 'dot', i.e. chireq. 

,,.:i,M. Substantive 7~2-1 plus 3 m. s. suffix. The word 
is similar to tu:!, but the exact contrary in meaning, 

being also used almost as a verb, and so 'he is not'. 

Verse 15. mbr,. 2 m. pl. imp£ niphal of 7n:J. (test), but 
with tone retracted in pausing with athnach and the 
chateph-pathach (the verb is ayin-guttural) reverting to 
the tone-long tsere (DG 40, WL I 17, GK 29m). 

n:iriEJ ,tl, Lit. 'living is Pharaoh', a regular form of 
oath. The form is explained as a contracted absolute 
{GK 93aa and note), but Ewald explains it as a con
struct, but both of the adjective ,o. The Masoretic 
custom is to use ,J:i of an oath in the Name of Jehovah 
(i.e. a sacred oath), and ,r:, of an oath in any other name 
(a profane oath); c£.2 Samuel 1111 ; WL 202. 

CM. This introduces the substance of the oath, where 
it is necessary for us to introduce a negative. Otherwise 
assume some such phrase as 'Cursed be ye' and then 
translate the CM by 'if' as ordinarily (DG 168, WL 201f, 
DS 164f, GK 149c). The oath of affirmation is intro
duced by M~ Cl!t, 

i1otxr,. 2 m. pl. impf. qal of MX, (go out), one of six 
with impf. qal like :J.W'.!. 

CM ,~. After a negative (actual or, as here, implied), 
'but' or 'except' is expressed thus (DG 168, WL 227, 
DS 203, GK 163a). 

Mi:J.:J.. Prep. beth plus inf. cstr. qal ofMi::i (come). Lit. 
'except in the coming of your youngest brother'. 
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Mii'.'.T· Adverb 'hither', not distinguishable m form 
from the fem. pl. demonstrative 'these'. 

Verse 16. ,n,w. 2 m. pl. imperat. qal ofn,w (send). 

n;,,,. Weak-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of n;,, 
(take), which acts as ape-nun verb (DG 114 and 213. 
WL 131 and 255). Translate either as waw-copulative 
'and let him take', or as equivalent to the Greek iva 
'in order that he may take'. 

iicNn. 2 m. pl. imperat. niphal of the pe-guttural 
verb icN (bind). 

i:ir,::i,1. Weak-waw (purposive) plus 3 m. pl. impf. 
(jussive) niphal of 1n:::i. (test); 'that your words may be 
tested'. 

ricNn. Interrogative he plus noun r,9~ (truth), in
direct question, 'whether truth is with you'. For 
pointing of this interrogative, see DG 167. WL 28f: 
normally chateph-pathach, but before simple shewa and 
gutturals the vowel is pathach, except when the guttural 
has either qamets or chateph-qamets, in which case the 
vowel is seghol. It is tempting here to translate 'whether 
truth is with you or not', since a double question is 
expressed by the interrogative he followed by c~ or C~1 
(DG 168, DS 167, GK r5oc). This translation is 
precluded here by the athnach. Translate therefore 
with a full stop after 'with you.', and continue 'And if 
not, by the life of ... '. 

,:i. Here introducing a strong affirmative clause, 
as strong as, if not stronger than 26 Cl'!t (DS r65f. 
GK r49d and 159ee). 
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Verse 17. qcM,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
qcM (gather). Imperfects in -o of pe-guttural (with 
aleph) verbs have seghol and not pathach under the 
preformative letter (DG I 16, GK 63e). 

Verse 18. iizl:v. 2 m. pl. imperat. qal of ntvll' (do), 
followed by simple-waw (copulative) with similar form 
of n,n (live). Lit. 'do this and live', i.e. 'if ye do this, 
ye shall live'. 

Mi,. Act. ptc. qal of stative verb M~ (to be afraid, to 
fear) with 'God' as its object. 

Verse 19. icM,. 3 m. s. jussive niphal of icM (bind); lit. 
'let your brother, one (i.e. one of your brothers), be 
bound'. 

c::,outc. 2 m. pl. suffix to singular ,9ipz;i, 'your prison 
house'. 

,::,. 2 m. pl. imperat. qal of ,,n (go), one of six 
pe-waw verbs like :ltzl\ dropping first letter in im
perative and inf. cstr. qal. 

,M,:ln. 2 m. pl. imperat. hiphil ohti::i (come), 'cause 
to come', RV 'carry'. 

1i:llfi. Cstr. sing. of Ti:l.f1 (hunger). 

c::,r,:l. 2 m. pl. suffix to plural of ~:il (house) (DG 

153, WL 186). The first vowel is a long-a (GK 96, 
p. 285). 

Verse 20. ,~:lM. 2 m. pl. imperf. hiphil ofMi::i (come). 

1:,0~,. Weak-waw (purposive) plus 3 m. pl. impf. 
niphal of 17::lM (be firm). 
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1r,10r,. 2 m. pl. imp£ qal of rm:) (die). 

'ltZtll"l1. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. imp£ qal of mttll' 
(do). 

Verse 21. ':,::M. This is the older use of the adverb, 
meaning 'verily, of a truth'; the later use is adversative 
'howbeit'. 

c~crvM. M. pl. of adj. crp~ (guilty), the general sense 
being 'liable' either to punishment or to payment of 
compensation . 

.,l:ZiM is a true relative (not a pronoun) (DG 47); here 
equivalent to 'in that'. 

1)'1M-,. I pl. pf. qal of MM., (see). 

r,-,:ir. Cstr. sing. of n;,v {distress), from the double
ayin root -,-,:ir I, this being the reason for the firm 
qamets in the first syllable. 

11:tt!l). 3 m. s. suffix to sing. ?Zf~~ ('soul', but not in the 
sense of the classical l.jN)(11), 'his distress of soul .. .'. 

mnr,n::. Prep. beth plus in£ cstr. hithpael of pn I 
(be gracious) plus 3 m. s. suffix, 'when he implored 
favour'. The dagesh in the first nun fails because of the 
vocal shewa (DG 32f, WL 20). 

,~ll'Ctv. I pl. pf. qal of ll'Cttt (hear), 'but we did 
not hearken', with qamets for pathach in pause with 
athnach. 

rnd,. 3 £ s. pf. qal of M1::l1 (come). Note that the 
accent is on the first syllable. The fem. sing. act. ptc. 
qal has the same form, but with the accent on the 
second syllable. 
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Verse 22. 1:v,i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. (apoco
pated) qal of rm1 I (answer). 

iN~nn. 2 m. pl. impf. (jussive) qal of N~n (sin). ',~ 
with the jussive means 'do not' (DG 83, WL 77 and 
85). 

zzh"t!I. 3 m. s. pf. niphal of u,;-,"t (seek, require), but 
with pathach lengthened to qamets in pause with silluq 
(DG 40, WL I 17). 

Verse 23. r',or,. Article plus hiphil ptc. of 'I"'" (scorn). 
All other forms of this root have a bad meaning, but 
this form means 'intermediary' in a good sense, or 
'interpreter', as here. The original root probably meant 
'speak indirectly, obliquely', from which the two mean
ings developed in contrary directions. 

CM:'1:1. Both the singular ri and the plural r,~:,,:;;i, 
{here with 3 m. pl. suffix) are nouns used as preposi
tions meaning 'between'. 

Verse 24. :1e,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
:1:1C (turn about, go round). These double-ayin verbs 
have two forms in the imperfects ( except in the niphal, 
where the first root-letter is doubled in any case), 
namely, the true Hebrew form in which the second 
letter is doubled :.i.c~, and the Aramaizing form in 
which the first letter is doubled :1tl:- In the perfects 
the Hebrew form (with the second letter doubled) 
only is found. 

cr,,',y,:i. Prep. min (from) plus prep. ',r (upon) plus 
3 m. pl. suffix. All the suffixes appear to be attached to 
plural forms (DG 70, WL 64f). 

,:i,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. imp£ (apocopated, 
DG 147, WL 144) qal ofn~ (weep). 
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::ll:Z7"i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal ofam.f (return, 
turn back). Pronounce way-:Jfi-shobh (DG 131 (bottom), 
WL 158). 

c;r,:,y,. Prep. lamedh plus 3 m. pl. suffix to plural of 
r..v (eye). 

Verse 25. m"i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. (apo
copated. DG 147, WL 144) piel of nix (command). 

iiit,o,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. piel of i,c;.9 
(to be full), dagesh failing in both yodh and lamedh 
because of vocal shewa (DG 32f, WL 20). 

c;r,,~. 3 m. pl. suffix to plural of ,~'f (article, 
vessel). This noun acts in singular like a lamedh-he 
noun with seghol (e.g. ;,;,~) (DG 148, WL 189), but 
the plural is c,'?~, and not with two yodhs, as normally 
for these nouns (DG 153, WL 186). 

::i.~n,,. Waw-copulative (-u before vocal shewa, 
DG 53, WL 44) plus prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. hiphil 
of ::i.~tzt (return). 

cn,Eic~. 3 m. pl. suffix to plural of q~~ (silver), but 
with a firmly closed syllable (note pe with dagesh), 
contrary to rule (GK 93m); so also in verse 35 below. 

iptz.,. 3 m. s. suffix to ;,tr;, treated as a double-ayin root 
(dagesh in qoph). Probably of Egyptian origin, but 
appearing as a loan-word in Assyrian, Anglo-Saxon, 
Greek, Latin, and modern English. 

r,r,;,. Waw-copulative plus prep. lamedh plus inf. 
cstr. qal of 1n~ (give). 

n-nr. Fem. form (with firm tsere) of masc. noun "T'.''.i 
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(provision, food), probably from the ayin-yodh (-waw) 
root inr (hunt), as being the food of nomads. 

,,,;. Prep. lamedh plus article plus 'P;I (way, 

journey), with qamets (the original vowel is pathach) 
in pause with athnach (DG 40 (par. 4a), WL rr7). 

ZZ1ll'~,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. (apocopated) 
impf. gal of i'ti:,l/' {do). Syriac and Vulgate have the 
plural, which would be natural after ,i,bo,,. 

Verse 26 .. 1Mf!r,1. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. gal of 
NZZ1:I (carry, lift up), with dagesh (due to elided nun) 
failing in the sin because of vocal shewa. 

ci::i.tzf. 3 m. pl. suffix to sing. i~f# (corn). 

crri,i:in. 3 m. pl. suffix to plural of i'lr.)q (he-ass). 

,:i;~,. Strong-wtiw plus 3 m. pl. impf. gal of 1,n (go), 
one of six like ::i.CV,!. 

Verse 27. ~£l::i.. Prep. beth plus cstr. sing. of n~ (mouth) 
(DG 153, WL 186). 

1MMMl:iN. 3 m. s. suffix to sing. n1Jiit?~ (sack), the root 
being nr,o ( to be long). 

Verse 28. ::i.urrn. 3 m. s. pf. hophal of :::mzt {return). 

c:::i.,. 3 m. pl. suffix to sing. :i.~ (heart). The root is 
double-ayin, hence the doubled beth with short vowel 
preceding. There is no difference in meaning between 
this form and the form :i.;?.. 

,,,n~,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. gal of ,,n 
(tremble, be terrified), followed by pregnant use of 
,~, 'they turned trembling each to his brother' 

(DG 48, WL 40). 



Verse 29. nr,~t The he-locale ( direction toward) is 
used even with the construct state (DG 61, GK goc). 

,,,:i,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. hiphil of ·m 
(tell). 

n-ipn. Article plus fem. pl. of act. ptc. qal of r,-,p 
(meet), equivalent to classical neuter plural, lit. 'all 
the things that were meeting them', i.e. 'all that had 
befallen them' (DG 56, DS 16, GK 122q). 

Verse 30. -,#1. 3 m. s. pf. pie! of -,::i,, (speak), one of 
three verbs which have seghol instead of the normal 
tsere, the others being -,£)~ (atone) and Q::l:) (wash) 
(DG 92, GK 52l). 

,,,N. Cstr. pl. of Ti,1$ (lord), pl. of eminence or 
majesty (DS 18, GK 124i). 

,,riN. Prep. r,~ (with) plus I sing. suffix (DG 142, 
WL 49). 

nwp. Fem. pl. of adj. n-qm (hard, severe); classical 
neuter. 

jri,,. In the sense of 'took', and construed with 
c,,:i-,o~ 'for spies'. 

Verse 31. -,o~m. Strong-waw plus 1 pl. impf. qal of 
-,oN (say), with tone retracted to open penultimate 
syllable, and seghol appearing for pathach (DG 85, 
WL go). 

,~mN. Pronoun 1 pl., but with qamets in pause with 
athnach for pathach. 

,~,,;,. 1 pl. pf. q al of r,,r, ( to be) . 
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Verse 32. According to the accents we should read: 
'We twelve are brethren, sons of our father.' 

,:i,:i:tit·r,:t,t. Preposition 'with'. 

Verse 33. ;,:tit. 1 s. impf. qal of;,, (know). 

,n,:in. 2 m. pL imperat. hiphil of lj~:I (rest). There 
are two hiphil forms of this verb, the normal (r:Nv 
and tl,~;) meaning 'cause to rest', and a form with 

doubled-nun (t:t,iv and r:r,~~) meaning 'deposit, leave'. 

ini,. 2 m. pl. imperat. qal of np, (take), which 
acts like the pe-nun verb w:i:i, and has imperfect in -a, 
dropping the first letter in the imperative and the 
infinitive construct. The pe-nun verbs which have 
imperfect in -o keep the nun in the impf. and the inf. 
cstr. qal. Supply 'corn for' -,~i;, before 'famine' as in 
verse rg. 

,:,,,. Waw-copulative plus 2 m. pl. imperat. qal of ,,n (go), one of six verbs like :lrzt'!. The tone is retracted 
in pause and the original tsere returns, but now we have 
a pair of words with the second having the accent on 
the first syllable, so that the copula has the vowel 
qamets (DG 53, WL 45), 

Verse 34. i:tit,:i,-,,. Waw-copulative plus 2 m. pl. imperat. 
hiphil ohti~ (come). 

m1,1in. Weak-waw plus r s. cohortative qal of ;,, 
(know) (DG 86, WL gr, DS go, DT 64-7, GK ro8d). 

,-,nor,. 2 m. pl. impf. qal of -,nc (go around), with 
tone retracted in pause and the long-a appearing. The 
verb has come to mean 'go about on business' in 
modern Hebrew, and even in Biblical Hebrew the act. 
ptc. qal means 'pedlar, trader'. 
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Verse 35. c,p,,o. Masc. pl. hiphil ptc. of p,-:, (make 
empty). 

,,,x. Noun (here in construct sing.) meaning 'bundle, 
pouch' from ,,x 1 (bind), to be distinguished from a 
similar word from ,,x III (be sharp), meaning 'pebble', 
probably smooth in 2 Samuel 1718, but strictly sharp
edged. The plural is in -oth, as later in the verse. 

cn,:::un. Waw-copulative plus 3 m. pl. suffix to sing. 
:i.~ (father) (DG 153, WL 185). 

iN,,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. qal of N~: (to 
be afraid), with tone retracted in pause and the long-a 
appearing. 

Verse 36. cn,:i~. 2 m. pl. pf. piel of ,:i~ (bereave), the 
normal perfect -a being also found. 

in1,r,. 2 m. pl. impf. qal of np, (take), with tone 
retracted under the accent zaqeph-qa{on, and long -a 
appeanng. 

m,:i. 3 £ pl. suffix to,~ (all), i.e. 'all of them (i.e. 
all things) have come to be against me'. The root is 
double-ayin, hence the dagesh in the lamedh, with 
sharpened vowel (-o sharpened into -u) preceding. 

Verse 37. m:in. 2 m. s. impf. hiphil of n:rt:i (die): 'my 
two sons thou mayest (DG 76, DS 64, GK 107s, 
DT 42) put to death.' 

i:iN,:i.N. 1 s. imp£ hiphil of Nil (come) plus nun
energicum plus 3 m. s. suffix (DG I IO, WL 150). 

n:in. 2 m. s. imperat. qal (emphatic form) of yn:i 
(give) (DG 84 and 213, WL 86 and 255). 

i:i:i,iziN. 1 s. impf. hiphil of :mu (return) plus nun
energicum plus 3 m. s. suffix. 
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Verse 38. .,.,,. 3 m. s. impf. qal of.,.,, (go down), one 
of six verbs like ::,.rzt,. 

c~c:ir. Prep. CY (with) plus 2 m. pl. suffix (DG 142, 
WL 49). Note the unusual qamets. 

nc. 3 m. s. pf. q al of the stative verb rw:i (die). 

-re,. Prep. lamedh plus 3 m. s. suffix to singular ii 

(separation). The form ,;i.~ is used 89 times with 
suffixes to express the idea 'by oneself'. The root is 
double-ayin, hence the dagesh in the daleth. 

-,Ni:zi.:i. Niphal ptc. of-,NZZT (leave, remain). 

inN-,1,,. This word is the first in a conditional sentence 
in which both the protasis and the apodosis open with 
strong-waw with the perfect. The condition may or may 
not be fulfilled in the future, but if it is fulfilled then the 
apodosis will be fulfilled (DS r8of, GK r 12kk, DT 185). 
See also 4429• The form here is strong-waw (-u before 
vocal shewa) plus 3 m. s. pf. qal of N.,i' II (encounter, 
befall) plus 3 m. s. suffix, 'if evil befall him'. 

cn.,.,,n,. Strong-waw plus 2 m. pl. pf. hiphil of ,.,, 
(go down), 'then shall ye bring down'. 

,r,::,.,iz1. I s. suffix to singular n;,w (hoary head), ayin

yodh root. 

1,:1,::,.. Prep. beth plus l~~ (sorrow), lamedh-he root. 

n,iMZZT. Toneless he-locale of direction toward (DG 
61f, WL 55 and 211). 



CHAPTER XLIII 

Verse I. "I:!.:,. 3 m. s. pf. qal of stative verb ,~i (to be 
heavy). 

Verse 2. itzhc:,. Prep. kaph plus relative followed by 
finite verb, introducing a 'when' -clause. The alternative 
construction is prep. beth (or kaph) followed by the inf. 
cstr. (DG 111, WL roo). 

,;:,. 3 pl. pf. piel of:,;:, (to be complete), with the 
piel as the transitive form instead of the hiphil. Trans
late as a pluperfect (DG 74, WL 67, DS 58f, DT 22, 

GK ro6J). Similarly for the following iN'.:i:, (3 pl. 
pf. hiphil of Nil). 

i:i111. 2 m. pl. imperat. qal of :i~lzl (return), followed by 
another 2 m. pl. imperat. qal, this time of the denom
inative verb i:ilzl (to buy corn). 

t:,~~- Properly cstr. sing. of noun Oi~ (a little, 
fewness). 

Verse 3. il;tr ,ln}. Inf. abs. hiphil of ,~~ (testify) 
followed by 3 m. s. pf. hiphil of the same verb: 'the 
man did surely testify to us.' The inf. abs., when used 
before the finite verb, signifies emphasis (DG 77, 
and more fully, WL 101, DS 117, GK I 13n). 

iNin. 2 m. pl. impf. qal of :iNi (see), N? with the 
imperfect is a strong prohibition (DG 83, WL 77f), but 
its use here does not quite amount to this. 

,n,:i. Properly a noun n~~, meaning 'failure', but 
used as a particle of negation, twice with a suffix 
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(Hosea 134 and 1 Samuel 22), and always elsewhere (as 
here) in a construct form with the binding vowel-i 
(GK got). 

Verse 4. CK introducing the simplest type of conditional 
sentence, the condition (in the protasis) being possible 
of fulfilment in the future, with the apodosis dependent 
on the fulfilment (DT 175, DS 176, GK ro7x). The 
normal construction is 'two futures', i.e. simple im
perfect in protasis, and perfect with strong-waw ( or 
simple imperfect without waw) in the apodosis. 
Here we have a participle (n~ut~) in the protasis. 

7-a;,. Noun 'at:'. used almost as a verb (BDB 441) plus 
2 m. s. suffix; 'thou art'. 

n',ut~. Masc. sing. ptc. piel of n',w (send), of action 
in the immediate future, 'going to send, about to send' 
(DS 134, GK u6p). 

;,iil. 1 pl. imp£ (cohortative) qal of,,, (go down), 
introducing the apodosis. 

:iil'atli. Waw-copulative plus I pl. imp£ (cohortative) 
qal of denominative verb il'at (buy corn). 

Verse 5. ci-ti. Another conditional sentence of the same 
type, but the effect of the prefixed waw is equivalent to 
the English 'but'. 

73,i,t. Noun l~lt used almost as a verb plus 2 m. s. 
suffix: 'thou art not', c£ 7-a;, in previous verse. 

iil. 1 pl. impf. qal of,,, (go down), one of six like 
l'at,. 

Verse 6. Cl'l»i;,. 2 m. pl. p£ hiphil oh»i (be evil). The 
normal form for the double-qyin verb is c~i:!lQQ but since 
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the ayin is a guttural, the previous short -i has been 
lengthened to a long -e. 

,,~;,~. Prep. lamedh plus in£ cstr. hiphil of ill (tell). 

,,:sm. Interrogative he plus adverb of time (yet); 
indirect question. 

Verse 7. 1:iutti. Inf. abs. qal of ',Nti (ask) followed by 
3 m. s. p£ qal of same verb, for emphasis; cf. verse 3. 

il~. Prep. lamedh plus 1 pl. pronominal suffix, 
'concerning us' (WL 207, DS 140, GK 119u), followed 
by a similar idiomatic use of the preposition with the 
noun 111~;~ (kindred), which also has 1 pl. pronominal 
suffix. 

-illi. Strong-waw plus I pl. imp£ hiphil of in 
(tell). The form used with the strong-waw has the 
vowel tsere (DG 83 and 95, WL go), but the following 
maqqeph turns the last syllable of the verb into a closed 
syllable before the tone, so that the vowel becomes 
short (DG 40, WL 28). 

»ii'il, Interrogative particle plus in£ abs. qal of 
»i' (know) plus 1 pl. impf. qal of same root; 'how on 
earth were we to know?' (DT 43, GK 107t). 

,~x,. 3 m. s. impf. qal of pe-aleph verb ,~x (say); 
'that he would say' (GK 107r, u, DS 65, DT 44). 

,,,,,;,. 2 m. pl. imperat. hiphil of ,,, (go down). 

Verse 8. ,,:iN. 3 m. s. suffix to sing. :11$ (father) (DG 153, 

WL 185). 

i1M?t', 2 m. s. imperat. (with emphatic he) qal of 
n',t (send). 
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:,~ipli. Weak-waw plus I pl. impf. (cohortative) qal 
of tl~j.' ( rise up), followed by similar form of 7',:, (go), 
but with tone retracted and the long -e reappearing. 

:'t'Mli. Weak-waw plus 1 pl. impf. qal of rl'M (live), 
'that we may live'. 

ilDt,. I pl. suffix to singular of collective noun '1~ 
(children). The root is double-ayin (hence dagesh 
in pe) and means 'trip, take quick little steps'. 

Verse g. 'll!liYN. 1 sing. impf. qal of !liY II (to give 
pledge, take on pledge) plus nun-energicum plus 3 m. 
s. suffix. 

'llllij.'!ln. 2 m. sing. impf. piel of llip!l (seek) plus nun
energicum plus 3 m. s. suffix. The previous word 'from 
my hand' goes with this verb and not with the previous 
verb (see accents). 

t:IN iritroducing conditional sentence, 'if I shall not 
have brought him to thee, ... then I will be a sinner 
(strong-waw plus perfect) with respect to thee' (WL 
206, DS 177, DT 178, GK 1060). In Latin the tenses 
would be future perfect indicative and future in
dicative. 

,,ru~'!l:'t. I sing. pf. hiphil of Nil (come) plus 3 m. s. 
suffix. The hiphil of this verb is usually 'tiN~v without 

suffixes, and 'tii~'~r} with suffixes (DG I 5 1, WL I 59, 
GK 72w and 76g, h). 

,,m:sm. Strong-waw plus r s. pf. hiphil of l:Sl 
(stand) plus 3 m. s. suffix, consecutive from the previous 
verb, which though a perfect, has a future significance 
(DS 82, DT 126, GK 122gg). 
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Verse ro. K71? introduces hypothetic sentence dealing 
with two past actions neither of which is now realiz
able (DS 179, WL 205f, GK 159x, DT 179f). 

ill"l~l"l~nl"I, 1 pl. p£ hithpalpel of ::!tll? (linger), not a 
lamedh-he verb, but a double-ayin. 

il:it. 1 pl. pf. qal of :i~tli (return). 

m. Masc. sing. demonstrative pronoun, used as an 
enclitic of time and frequently in this sense before 
words of number (GK 137d). 

Cl"~ll'.D, Dual (qamets in pause for pathach) of C:Pi 
(beat), meaning 'twice'. Multiplicatives can be 
expressed by use of dual feminine of the cardinal num
ber, of nii; (hands), or of c,r,,~~ (beats) (DS 56f, 

GK 134r; also DG 165, WL 197f). 

Verse 11. Ki!:lK. Enclitic particle 'then'; 'if so, then ... '. 

ift!:s1. 2 m. pl. imperat. qal of l"lft!ll' (do), followed by 
similar form of npl;, (take). 

ni~T~- Prep. min (partitive, 'some of', WL 208, DS 
141, GK 119w note 2) plus cstr. sing. of l'11'?!, a word 
of uncertain meaning, probably meaning fruits, and so 
translated by LXX. The first syllable is closed. 

cn,1;,~:i. Prep. beth plus 3 m. pl. suffix to plural of ,t;,~ 
(vessel); see note on 4225, • 

l"IMl~. Noun meaning 'present, tribute'. This word 
is also a sacrificial ritual term. Before the exile the 
term was used of a gift-offering, but after the exile 
of the cereal-offering which accompanied the flesh
offering. 



The list of produce included in Jacob's gift to the 
prince of Egypt indicates the resources of Palestine
balsam, honey, spices (a kind of gum), myrrh, pistachio 
nuts, and almonds. 

Verse 12. mid~. Noun meaning 'double, copy, second', 
in apposition to previous word, or as adverbial accusa
tive: 'silver, double' (DS 41 (e), GK 131e). 

1:3:,i~-l. Prep. beth plus 2 m. pl. suffix to sing. i: 

(hand), GK 93mm. 

_lW1~il. Article plus hophal ptc. of _l~ld (return). 
The last vowel is in dispute, and is pathach in many 
printed Bibles (cf. GK 93pp), but the most recent printed 
Bibles have qamets, which is normal. 

~D_l. Prep. beth plus cstr. sing. of il~ (mouth) (DG 
153, WL 186). . 

C3:>'1'lM1'1~M- 2 m. pl. suffix to plural of l"llJ!;l~lj (long 
sack). The Letteris (Bible Society) Heh. Bible mis
prints il for n. 

il~'f~· Noun meaning 'error', found only here in the 
Old Testament. 

Verse 13. inp. 2 m. pl. imperat. qal of npl:, (take), with 
tone retracted in pause with athnach, and the long -a 
appearing (DG 40 par. 4(a), WL 117). 

Verse 14. According to the Priestly Code (Exodus 68), 

El Shaddai was the Name by which God was known to 
the patriarchs before the Sacred Name Itself was 
revealed. El is the name for the great sky-god through
out the ancient near-east. The meaning of Shaddai 
is unknown, the traditional translation 'Almighty' 
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being due to the rendering of LXX and the Vulgate. 
Rabbinic exegesis explains the name as 'he who is 
sufficient', and so the Greek Versions generally, except 
LXX. 

1n'. 3 m. s. impf. (jussive) qal of lnl (give), 'and 
may God Almighty give .. .'. 

C'~n,. An intensive plural noun, meaning 'com
passion' (GK 145h, DS 18). If it is from a singular 
CIIJ1 or CQ1, then the plural form is anomalous (GK 
93/); but if the plural form is accurate, then the noun 
is third declension and its singular is CIJ1, with the 
cheth virtually doubled. 

nl;,111,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. pf. piel of nl;,111 (send), 
'and may he send .. .'. 

imt. Adjective without the article qualifying a 
definite noun, as frequently with this and other words 
regarded as being in themselves definite (DS 45 
(bottom), GK 126z). 

Verse 16. K:i:i. 2 m. s. imperat. hiphil of Kil (come). 

:irr:i:,. Article plus n~~ (house) plus toneless he
locale of direction toward; qamets in pause with athnach 
for pathach. 

n:it,i. Waw-copulative (-u before vocal shewa) plus 
2 m. s. imperat. qal of n:it, (butcher, slay), followed by 
cognate noun. 

1:i:ii. Waw-copulative plus 2 m. s. imperat. hiphil of 
1~~ (be firm), i.e. 'fix, make ready'. 

c,,:,~:i. Prep. heth plus plural noun c~,~~ (midday), 
with qamets under the resh in pause for pathach. This 
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and similar time forms were formerly reckoned as 
duals, but are now said to be expansions of endings in 
-am (GK 88c). The vowel under the tsade is a short half
open -o. 

Verse 17. m,,::i. The toneless he-locale is used even with 
the construct (DG 61, GK 90c). 

Verse 18. iN::ii;,. 3 pl. pf. hophal of Ni::i (come). 

::irv;,. Article plus act. ptc. qal of ::iw (return). 

;,':,nn::i. Prep. beth plus article plus noun l1?1'Z:, (begin
ning), double-ayin root. 

C'N::Jit.l. Masc. pl. ptc. hophal oh;i::i (come). 

',',ll,;J',. Prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. hithpoel of the 
double-ayin root ',',3 (roll), 'to roll himselfover and over 
upon us', followed by a hithpael ('?!:>lnil'?i) in the sense 
of 'to keep on bouncing himself (lit. 'fall') upon us'. 

nnp,,. Waw-copulative plus prep. lamedh 'plus ?'llJ~, 

which is inf. cstr. qal of npl;, (take). I;, has pretonic 
qamets (DG 51, WL 45). 

Verse 19. illil'i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. qal of 
!Zill (draw near). 

Verse 20. ,~ is particle of entreaty; 'please, sir'. 

"T"1', Inf. abs. qal of,.,, (go down) followed by the 
1 pl. pf. qal of the same verb, the whole phrase to 
denote emphasis; see note on verse 3. 

Verse 2 1. l"IM?'l!:>li. Strong-waw plus I pl. impf. ( cohorta
tive) qal of nn!:> (open). The cohortative is found 
occasionally with strong-waw where we should expect 
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the ordinary 1st person imperfect, and is probably due 
to the close connexion between it and the jussive, which 
would naturally be used for the 2nd and 3rd persons 
(DS 78, GK 49e). 

,,pt!~~. Prep. heth plus 3 m. s. suffix plus '~V?~ 
(weight); cf. our idiom 'in full weight'. 

~wh. Strong-waw plus I pl. impf. hiphil of ~~tt! 
(return), with tone retracted into open syllable before 
the tone (DG 85, WL go), so that the tsere in the final 
syllable has become seghol. 

Verse 22. 'lliii;r. 1 pl. pf. hiphil of ,,, (go down). 

ci!I;!. 3 m. s. pf. qal of Cl~ (put); forms in -u are also 
found. 

Verse 23. iNi'n. 2 m. pl. impf. (jussive) qal of N1~ (to 
be afraid). The tone is retracted in pause with the 
accent rebhia, and the original long -a reappears. 
,~ with the jussive gives 'do not be afraid'. 

,;r;N,. Waw-copulative plus cstr. ofci,:,1;,~, the reference 

being to 'the god of your father'. For the tsere with waw, 
see DG 53, WL 44. 

1i~tm. Masc. noun meaning 'treasure', the root 
(1~'0) meaning 'to hide', especially in the earth. 

N:il, This is the 3 m. s. pf. qal ofNi:il (come). 

N~,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. hiphil of Nl:I:, 
(go out). 

Verse 24. N~,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. hiphil of 
Ni:il. 
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cin,,r,. 3 m. pl. suffix to the dual of 'rl (foot). 
The first syllable is closed, since in the dual the plural 
suffixes are added to the singular stem (DG 101, 

WL 95). 

Verse 25. 1l':>'1. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. 
hiphil of 1~~ (be ready). 

Nil. Inf. cstr. qal of Nil (come), preceded by prep. 

cin,. The noun is CIIJ~ (bread), with qamets (the 
original vowel is -a) for seghol in pause with silluq at 
the end of the sentence. 

Verse 26. 1N':J..,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. imp£ hiphil 
of Nil (come). This aleph is always written with a dagesh, 
according to the Masoretic tradition (GK 14d); some 
call it mappiq. 

TIMJ"l!D"I. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. hithpa'lel 
of nnt! (bow down). See note on 42 6 • 

Verse 27. ,NID'1, Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
,Nit! (ask). 

cii,tz;1n. Interrogative plus cii,t! (peace, health). 
We should use an adjective here. 

im11:,. Interrogative he plus adverb iil7 (yet) plus 
3 m. s. suffix (DG 136, WL I rof). 

'"· Pausal (qamets for pathach) of m. smg. adj. 
'0 (alive). 

Verse 28. ,,p,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. imp£ qal of 
,,p (bow down). 



inr,ltf'!'I. The Kethib (what is written, DG 41, WL 
ug) is ~nJJ~~) strong-waw plus 3 m. s. imp£ (apoco-
pated) hithpa 'lel of i11Jrr (bow down), and the Q,ere ( what 

is to be read) is ~,q.1.:1~~1 strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. 
hithpa'lel (DG 145, WL 145); cf. note on 42 6 • 

Verse 29. Nt'.,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. q al of 
Nit'l (lift up). 

i"l":17. 3 m. s. suffix to dual ofr'.!? (eye). 
1:i, Cstr. sing. of HJ (son) (DG 153, WL 186). 
,~K. 3 m. s. suffix to sing. Clt' {mother) (DG 153, 

WL 185). 
iltil. Interrogative he plus m. sing. demonstrative 

pronoun (this). 

1lM". 3 m. s. impf. (jussive) qal of 11n (be gracious) 
plus 2 m. s. suffix. This form occurs twice, here and 
Isaiah 3019• The normal form is '.)~07, with short -o 
(half open). In the text the first syllable is closed with 
short -o. The jussive without suffix is Th~, but when any 
addition is made, the nun must be doubled because the 
root is double-ayin, though here the dagesh fails because 
of the vocal shewa (GK 6ob, 67n). 

"l:J. 1 sing. suffix to sing. 1~ (son) (DG 153, WL 
186). 

Verse 30. -,;,~.,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. piel of 
iil~ (hasten). The dagesh fails, as usual, in yodh with 
vocal shewa (DG 33, WL 20). In ayin-guttural verbs, 
the guttural is virtually doubled in the intensive 
forms when it is cheth, ayin, or he; but with resh and 
aleph the preceding vowel is lengthened. 
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iil':l::>l. 3 pl. p£ niphal of il':l::> (grow warm, tender). 

,~l':lni. 3 m. s. suffix to c~~t!1 (bowels, compassion). 
See note on 43u., 

;K. The Samaritan Pentateuch and LXX read ;:sz 
(concerning), but Hebrew is 'toward', which is better. 

rn::>.:i,. Prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal of il::>.:i (weep). 

ili'Tnil. Article plus i1Q (chamber) plus he-locale of 
direction toward. 

7.:i~,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. (apocopated) 
qal of il::>.:i (weep). For the unusual form, see DG 147, 
WL 144. 

ill':llt?. The he-locale is added to the adverb c~ (there) 
because of his motion toward his private chamber; 
translate 'therein'. 

Verse 31. rn,..,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
rni (wash). 

pDKm. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. imp£ hithpael of 
j:'ElK (hold, be strong), i.e. 'took a firm hold of himself'. 
The original pathach of the final syllable has here 
reappeared as occasionally with gimel, koph, mem, and 
pe (GK 54k). 

i)';),w. 2 m. pl. imperat. qal of C"W (set). 

Verse 32. C''=>Kil. Article plus m. pl. act. ptc. qal of 
,::>K (eat). 

)'11,:::>i'. 3 m. pl. impf. qal of';,:,: (to be able), with 

the archaic nun (DG 77, WL 77, GK 47m). This verb 
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is a stative with the perfect in -o, and with the unique 
impf. qal '!2~' (DG 129, WL 138, GK 69r). 

C'i::itn-r,N. This is the preposition 'with'. 

Nin. In the Pentateuch the fem. sing. demonstrative 
'that she (it)' is written with a waw, but read with a 
yodh. It is a 'perpetual Q,ere', which is not placed in the 
margin (DG 41, WL II 9, 209); cf. 4010• 

c,,3~,. Prep. lamedh plus c~,~~ (Egypt), with qamets 
in pause for athnach. Note that the Hebrew does not 
read 'Egyptians'. 

Verse 33. i::iw,i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. qal of 
::iw (sit, dwell). 

i:,::in. Article plus ii:,:p (first-born). 

,n,:,::i:,. Prep. kaph (half-open -i before vocal shewa, 
DG 5of, WL 43) plus 3 m. s. suffix to sing. n1i::i:p (right 
of first-born). 

,nit3:,, Prep. kaph plus 3 m. s. suffix to n1'l!~ (youth). 

,n~r,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. qal of n~l;I (to 
be amazed). This is not a lamedh-he verb; the he has a 
mappiq (DG 33, WL 9) and is a true consonant. 

W'N- 'Each man' (DG 48, WL 40) followed by prep. 
,15 used pregnantly 'toward'. 

inti. 3 m. s. suffix to i1 (friend, fellow). Most 
suffix forms of this noun are from this shortened form, 
but the 3 m. s. suffix form preserves the full lamedh-he 
form n~1 (GK 84ai). For suffixes of lamedh-he nouns, 
see DG 148, WL 189. 
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Verse 34. J'lNi'~. Plural of n~if~ (portion), found only in 
the absolute (sing. and plur.), in the construct pl., 
and in the cstr. sing. which has a pathach, see later in 
this verse. 

J'lN~. Prep. min plus prep. r,~ (with), 'from imme
diately before him'; c£ the French de chez lui. 

::i,r,,. Strong-waw plus 3 f. s. impf. (apoc.) gal of 
n::ii (to be great, many). There are four types of 
apocopation (WL 144), which are listed in DG 147. 
Here the verb is followed by the prep. min to denote 
the comparative (DG 161, WL 31f). 

l"lNi'~~- Prep. min ( comparative) plus cstr. plural of 
li~if'~ (portion). 

o,~. Noun,~ (all) plus 3 m. pl. suffix, 'all of them'. 
The root is double-ayin, hence the dagesh in the lamedh, 
and the -o vowel sharpened to short-u before the doubled 
letter (DG 33). 

11,,,. Lit. 'hands'. This is one of the ways of 
indicating multiplication; see note on 4310• 

ir,ttf'!i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. gal of :,r,iz, 
(drink). 

,,~ttf'!i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. imp£ gal of ,~w 
(to be, become drunken). 



CHAPTER XLIV 

Verse I. ,:i,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. (apoc., 
DG 147, WL 144) piel of :,,:i (command). The 
dagesh fails inyodh with vocal shewa. 

-riN. This particle involves the whole of the following 
small clause as the direct object. The relative ,~~ here 
stands for 'him who' and has its nearest approach to 
being a relative pronoun. 

N,~. 2 m. s. imperat. piel of N?~ (to be full). The 
piel is transitive. 

ri~if'· An unusual form of the inf. cstr. qal. It is from 

N~l (carry). 

c~. Waw-copulative plus 2 m. s. imperat. qal. of 
C";' (set) . 

l:JO:::l. This is the cstr. singular. 

Verse 2. 'll':ll. I sing. suffix to sing. ~,_;~ (goblet). The 
effect of the three ( or four) words coming after the waw 
at the beginning of the sentence is 'but my goblet .. .'. 

Verse 3. .,,N. This is not the noun, but 3 m. s. pf. 
qal of iiN, a stative ayin-waw verb, 'to be, become 
light'. 

,n,t:.!. 3 pl. pf. pual of n,t:.! (send). 

Verse 4. ,p,ni:,. 3 pl. pf. hiphil of pn, (to be far 
distant); 'they had not made any distance'. Translate 
as pluperfect, as also the previous perfect, both actions 
having taken place before that of the next perfect 
'and Joseph said' (DG 74, WL 67, GK ro6f). 
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c,;,. 2 m. s. imperat. qal of c~p (arise), followed by 
same form of 'jii (pursue). 

cnliDm. Strong-waw plus 2 m. s. pf. hiphil of liDl 
(draw near, overtake) plus 3 m. pl. suffix. The con
struction here is almost equivalent to a conditional 
clause, 'and when thou shalt have overtaken them, 
then thou shalt say'. 

rii!'.l~n. Strong-waw plus 2 m. s. pf. gal of i!'.lK (say). 
Note the tone thrown forward on to the last syllable 
with metheg appearing to keep the first qamets long 
(DG 86f, WL go, note). 

cn!'.l1,!ti. 2 m. pl. pf. piel of c~, (to be complete), 
transitive in the piel, and here in the sense of 'requite'. 

r,n.n. Noun ('the under part') often used as preposi
tion 'below', or ( as here), 'instead of', 'in exchange for'. 

Verse 5. ,~. The first case is an idiomatic use of the 
preposition beth, i.e. drinking in a cup, as in Arabic, 
Aramaic, Greek, Latin, and French. We say 'from', and 
it is our idiom that is unusual. The second case is 
beth instrumenti (WL 206, GK 1190). 

IZ!m. In£ abs. piel of!Z!Ml (divine) followed by 3 m. s. 
impf. piel of the same verb; the construction denotes 
emphasis (DG 77, WL 101). The imperfect is cus
tomary action, where we should use the present tense 
(DS 66, DT 37f, GK 107g). 

cn:s,i:,. 2 m. pl. p£ hiphil of :s,:s,i I (to be evil); see 
note on 43s_ 

Verse 6. Cliv~,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. imp£ hiphil 
ofliDl (overtake) plus 3 m. pl. suffix. 
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Verse 7. ;,l;,,l;,n. Substantive with toneless he-locale, lit. 
ad profanum (to damnation), used as an interjection. 
Equivalent to Paul's µii yfoono, which is actually the 
LXX translation here. 

r,il!',,37~. Prep. min plus inf. cstr. qal of ;,IV:s, (do). 

Verse 8. ill"Vil. 1 pl. pf. hiphil of lW (return). 

llll, 1 s. impf. qal of ll!I (steal), 'and how should 
we steal?' (DS 64, DT 45, GK 107t). 

Verse g. i!liN. Relative combined with the following 
ir-ii:t, to mean 'he with whom it shall be found . . .' 

(GK 138!). 

r,~,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. pf. qal of r,~~ (die), 
after illiN with the imperfect, 'let him die' (GK 112ii). 
The vocal shewa becomes qamets before the accent 
(DG 53 (d), WL 44). 

C'1l:S,1,. Prep. lamedh plus plural of 1~¥ (slave). 
Idiomatic use of the preposition to denote secondary 
'object' (WL 207); we should say 'for slaves' or miss 
out the preposition altogether. 

Verse 10. 1l:S,. Q,amets for seghol in pause with the accent 
zaqeph-qa/on. 

criNi. Waw-copulative plus 2 sing. pronoun, em
phatic use, 'but ye'. 

,,;,:,. 2 m. pl. impf. qal of;,,;, (to be). 

c~pl. Masc. pl. of adjective 'j:?~ ( clean, exempt, 
innocent). The plural occurs seven times, but once 
only with the plural -i written (Jeremiah 284). The 
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form is from an original lamedh-yodh root, in which the 
finalyodh has been resolved into a long-i. The original 
yodh becomes audible as a true consonant before 
suffixes, and is protected by a dagesh-forte, GK 93vv. 

Verse 11. ii:,~,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. piel 
of i:,~ (hurry). The dagesh fails, as usual, in yodh 
with vocal shewa, and the vowel before the guttural is 
not lengthened in double-ayin verbs, unless the guttural 
is resh or aleph. 

,,,,,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. hiphil of 
,,, (go down). 

:,iiN, The first vowel is qamets (for pathach in a closed 
syllable) in pause witli athnach; 'toward the earth', 
he-locale. 

Verse 12. ftl!lM'i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. piel of 
ft,!):, (search). 

iJ'.,:, 1i:,p:i, '.:7nil '.:7iil:i, Circumstantial clause: 
'beginning with the eldest, and finishing with the 
youngest.' 

'.:7n:,. 3 m. s. pf. second hiphil of ,,n III (pollute, 
profane). The first hiphil with cheth virtually doubled 
is found only in the imperfect and means 'cause to 
profane', but this second hiphil which doubles the 
second radical means 'begin'. See note on 41 54• 

iJ;:,. 3 m. s. pf. piel of:,;:, (to be complete). 

Verse 13. i:s,ip,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. qal 
of :s,ip (rend). 

cn,~ftl. 3 m. pl. suffix to the plural of :,~~IV (mantle). 
The first syllable is open; cf. note on 41 14• The 3 m. 
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pl. suffix ending in -hem is often avoided with feminine 
plurals as being too clumsy. 

tlt';)ll'i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal oft,~ll (load). 

,~tt,1,i, Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. qal of ~w 
(return). 

M'i'»l"I. Article plus noun ,,i (city) plus toneless 
he-locale. 

Verse 14. ,,E),i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. pl. impf. qal of 
l;,E)l (fall). 

Verse 15. !DMl, As in verse 5, the inf. abs. is used for 
emphasis, and is followed by the imperfect of the 
corresponding form of the verb. Translate 'that such a 
man as I can certainly divine'. 

'l~:>. The poetic form i~:p is used as the base for all 
the light suffixes of the prep. kaph (DG 87 (note), 
WL IIof). 

Verse 16. ,~Ml- 1 pl. imp£ qal of ,~K (say), 'what can 
we say?' 

j:'it:,:?l:l, I pl. impf. hithpael of pi!!!: (to justify). 
When the tau of the syllable kith precedes a sibilant, it 
changes place with it, but if the sibilant is tsade, the 
tau also changes into feth (DG 93, WL 72, GK 54b). 
The final tsere has reverted to the tone-long vowel 
(here qamets) of the primary sound (here pathach), 
being in pause with athnach (DG 40, WL 117). 

~3!;:I, Demonstrative particle :,~:, plus I pl. suffix; 
'behold us' (DG 142, WL IIof). Each nun contains a 
dagesh; the second has been accidentally omitted in the 
Letteris (Bible Society) edition. 
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Verse 17. "'· The lamedh has a dagesh forte conjunc
tivum) following the toneless -ah (DG 33, WL 2 I). 

Verse 18. Here begins the eleventh seder (sidra) of the 
synagogue lectionary, according to which the Law is 
sung, one portion each Sabbath throughout the Jewish 
year. 

'211"1. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 'Zill ( draw 
near). 

iu-i:,.,... 3 m. s. impf. (jussive) piel of i:,.i (speak) 
followed by tci, particle of entreaty, with the tsere 

of the verb shortened to seghol because of the following 
maqqeph (DG 40, WL 28). 

"llN!l. Prep. beth plus cstr. dual of nk (ear). The 
first vowel is short -o in a closed syllable, the noun 
being second declension, and this the singular stem. 

,n,. 3 m. s. impf. (jussive) qal of n,n (be hot); 'and 
let not thy anger be hot .. .'. 

1!lN. 2 m. s. suffix to singular '115· The root is '}lN, 
meaning 'breathe, snort', hence the noun can mean 
'nostril' and so 'face', but also 'anger' as here. The 
dagesh in the pe is due to the nun of the original root. 
Both verb and noun demand the prep. beth. 

1i:,.11:,.. Prep. beth plus 2 m. s. suffix to the sing. 
i~v.(slave, servant), but with tone retracted in pause, 
so that the pre-tonic vocal shewa becomes seghol 
(DG 69, WL 54). 

,,~:,. Prep. i~:p plus 2 m. s. suffix followed by the 

other member of the comparison also prefixed with 
kaph; in English 'for thou art as Pharaoh'. 
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Verse 20. i)';)Nli. Strong-waw plus I pl. impf. qal of 
i)';)N (say), but with tone retracted into open pre-tone 
(DG 85, WL go) and the fi.nalpathach becoming seghol. 

c~lj:'T. This is the regular form for denoting a period 
of life, meaning 'old age'; e.g. c~"),P~ means 'youth' 
(GK 124d, DS 18). The previous word is in the 
construct, hence lit. 'a son of old age, a little one'. 

n~. 3 m. s. pf. qal of ml';) (die). 

,m,,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. impf. niphal of 
,n~ (to remain over, to be left). 

,~ilN. 3 m. s. pf. qal of ~iJ~ (to love) plus 3 m. s. 
suffix; i.e. 'has loved him in the past and up to the 
present' (DS 58, GK 106g, DT 15f), where we should 
use the present tense. 

Verse 2 I. i;,iii;,. 2 m. pl. imperat. hiphil of ,,, (go 
down) plus 3 m. s. suffix. 

~,N. Prep. 1,~ (to) plus I s. suffix, with qamets for 
pathach in pause with athnach. The suffixes seem to be 
attached to a plural form (DG 70, WL 64f). 

i11';3'il1Ni. Weak-waw plus r s. impf. ( cohortative) 
qal of Cl'~ (set), equivalent to the Greek ivo:, 'that 
I may set .. .'. 

Verse 22. ',:,,,. 3 m. s. impf. qal of ',:i: (to be able); see 
note on 43 32• 

~rs,i. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. pf. qal of ~T» (leave), 
followed by similar form of the verb 'to die'. The two 
verbs with strong-waw form a conditional sentence 
(WL 205, GK 159g, DS 180, DT 187): 'and ifhe leaves 
his father, he will die.' 



Verse 23. N,-ciM introducing a simple conditional 
sentence, with the imperfect in both clauses (DS 176, 
DT 175, GK 159c). 

,, ... 3 m. s. impf. qal of,,., (go down, come down). 

'J'lDOn. 2 m. pl. impf. hiphil of l:')0" (add) plus 
archaic nun for emphasis (DG 77, WL 77, GK 47m). 
This is an idiomatic way of expressing the English 
'again', lit. 'ye shall not add to see' (DG 129, WL 138, 
DS u4, GK 120d). 

Verse 24. ,1 .. ,11. 1 pl. p£ qal ofo,11 (go up). 

-,1n. Strong-waw plus 1 pl. impf. (jussive with 
tsere) hiphal of ill (tell, announce), but with seghol 
for tsere because of the following maqqeph. 

Verse 26. n,,,. Prep. lamedh (qamets beforeape:)lodhinf. 
cstr. qal, DG 51, WL 45) plus inf. cstr. qal of,,., (go 
down). 

,1,,.,,. Strong-waw plus r pl. pf. qal of ,,., (go 
down), introducing the apodosis of the simple condi
tional sentence which began with iz;,-ciM. 'If our 
youngest brother be with us, then we will go down.' 

Verse 27. Cl"lttf. Masculine numeral 'two'. 

"l"lttfN. I. sing. suffix to singular i1'¥'1:t (wife) (DG 153, 

WL 185). 

Verse 28. ,~Mi. Strong-waw (qamets before aleph) plus 
1 s. imp£ qal of pe-alephverb i);lN (say). 

1N- Adversative adverb, emphasizing his statement 
as contrary to what he had expected. 
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'lJb a,it;. lnf. abs. qal followed by 3 m. s. pf. pual ( or 

passive qal, GK II3w) of 9it, (tear, rend), but 97-b has 
the final pathach lengthened to qamets in pause with 
athnach, and the first vowel lengthened before resh, 
which cannot be doubled. The inf. absolute is placed 
before the finite verb for emphasis (DG 77, WL 101, 
DS I 17, GK II3n). 

,,n,11:,. r s. pf. qal of :,11:i (see) plus 3 m. s. suffix. 

mfi. Adverb of place or (as here) of time; 'until 
now'. 

Verse 29. cu,npl;,i. Strong-waw plus 2 m. pl. pf. qal of 
npl;, (take), introducing the protasis of a simple con
ditional sentence, with strong-waw and the perfect in 
each clause (GK 139g, DS r8of, DT 185). 

,:i,p,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. pf. qal of :,ip (meet) 
plus 3 m. s. suffix; cf. 42as. 

Verse 30. 'N:i:,. Prep. kaph plus inf. cstr. qal of Ni:!l 
(come) plus 1. s. suffix; 'and now, when I come to •. .'. 

1!Zl!,l1. Waw-copulative plus 3 m. s. suffix to sing. 
!Zl~~; a circumstantial clause, 'and (seeing that) his 

(Jacob's) life is bound up with his (Benjamin's) life'. 

:,ii!Zlp. Fem. sing. pass. ptc. qal of i!Zlp (bind). 

Verse 31. nl;l,. Strong-waw plus 3 m. s. pf. qal of ml;l (to 
die). The apodosis begins here; 'then he will die, and .. .'. 

Verse 32. 1lN':lN. I s. impf. hiphil of Ni:ll ( come) plus 
nun-energicum plus 3 m. s. suffix. 
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Verse 33. -:l~- 3. m. s. impf. (jussive) qal of :lt" 

(stay), but with seghol for tsere because of the following 
maqqeph. 

;37,. 3. m. s. impf. (jussive) qal of ;,;:i, (go up) (DG 
147, WL 144), the pathach being because of the guttural. 

Verse 34. l7i:l. Prep beth plus article plus l7j (evil); 

cf. DG 45 (bottom), WL 27 (top). The preposition 
beth after the verb mi:, gives the idea of 'look upon' 
(GK ugk). 
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